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ABSTRACT 

Interactive Features in Online Journalism: A Look at Online Editions of Ethiopian Newspapers 

Tsgabu Motbinor 

Addis Ababa University, 2015 

Interactivity is an integral part of online journalism. It allows active participation of 

users/readers and demands a two-way (or multi-directional) model of communication. With the 

interactive features of new media, the receiver is recognized as an active participant. According 

to Shultz, (2000) the internet provides a potential for more interactive communication, but most 

of the traditional mass media industries do not seem to use online interactive features. This study 

aims at exploring online interactive features that are available in online editions of seven 

Ethiopian newspapers. The newspapers were Addis Zemen, Reporter and Addis Admass Amharic 

newspapers as well as Ethiopian Herald, The Reporter, Addis Fortune and Capital English 

newspapers. The study employed both quantitative content analysis and qualitative semi

structured interviews to collect the data. And, in order to construct measurable categories of 

analysis, the concept of interactivity was broken down using Heeter's (1989) six specific and 

measurable dimensions of interactivity. Each online edition of the newopapers was coded for the 

presence or absence of 46 specific interactive elements. Findings revealed that the online 

editions of the newspapers have attempted to incorporate interactive features, but not effectively 

utilized to the extent that relevant literature indicates. In addition to this, interviews with online 

newspaper editors explored their knowledge of interactivity and reasons for adopting or not 

adopting interactive features. The newspapers' editors are aware of the interactive features but 

were experiencing problems with incorporating such interactive features online. They claim that 

budget constraints, internet connection failures and shortage of skilled man power were the 

factors that hinder them in developing their online editions. Generally, this study found out a 

very low level of interactivity in the online editions of Ethiopian newspapers. It is essential that 

online editions of Ethiopian newspapers cultivate a culture of thought that have a practical 

bearing on the offering of active and effective interactive features on their sites. It is also 

especially imperative that their offering of interactive tools highlights an understanding of the 

significance of such interactive features and develops beyond a mere availability in to an 

extensive and effective utilization of such tools. 
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Chapter One 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Backgrouud of the study 

Today there are thousands of newspapers,. television and radio stations, magazines, and other 

publications that have a presence on the World Wide Web and every day, millions of web users 

read the news, view it, or listen to it on demand (Salwen et aI , 2005). More and more people are 

getting their news from online news sources, and as a result, the print industry has begun to 

decline around the world. There is a shift in the way that journalism is being practiced, and one 

aspect of this is how interactivity has become an integral part of online journalism. 

According to Ahu cited in Rahman, (2008) during the short span of its history, online journalism 

has already proven itselfto be a powerful force to be reckoned with. Rahman adds that due to the 

advent of the internet technology and its sharp expansion and use, online journalism has already 

been successful to attract a significant number of audiences and it has been an important tool for 

retrieving news and information through the World Wide Web. 

It is also important to know the difference between the online media from the traditional media. 

Traditional media mostly treats users as passive whereas, online media allows interactive 

communication with users and treats them as active participants. Heeter cited in Kenny et aI , 

(2000) discusses the difference between traditional media and online media as follows: 

Mass communication or traditional media was originally modeled as the 
one-way transmission of a message from source to receiver. From Shannon 
and Weaver's model of communication, to the "magic bullet" theory, to the 
"two-step flow" model of media effects, to the principal of selective 
attention and perception, and finally the Westley and MacLean model , with 
its concepts of gatekeepers and feedback all of these perspectives basically 
maintain a view of mass media as a one-way flow. Online media, on the 
other hand, demands a two-way (or multi-directional) model of 
communication. With the interactive features of new media, the receiver is 
recognized as an active participant. People seek information or select 
information more than they "receive" information sent by journalists (2000). 

On the other hand, a literature of media history shows that there is a tradition of criticism and 

dissatisfaction for not involving readers or audiences in the process of conununication (Schultz, 

1999). Shultz supports the above mentioned idea that traditionally mass media have been said to 
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be the provider of limited one-way flow of information and media critics have always pointed to 

the lack of interactivity in the media that usually lead readers to be passive recipients of media 

contents. Usually professional journalism has offered the audience few direct opportunities for 

interactive communication. In print journalism, 'Letter to the editor ' section is a well-known 

means for feedback. However, the communication remains reactive unless journalists or other 

letter respond to the initial communication (Schultz, 1999). 

Chung, (2008) states that, the potential of interactivity has fueled extraordinary anticipation over 

the adoption of a two-way communication model in the news industry. Chung adds that 

interactivity fundamentally challenges the traditional one-way directional flow of news by 

providing news audiences with increased choice options and even allowing them to participate in 

the production of information. According to Chung interactivity, thus, has the potential to 

transform the nature of traditional journalism practice through online news. Journalism is at a 

crossroads with its content and form evolving daily through multimedia platforms and numerous 

hyperlinks that easily allow readers to select stories. Most importantly, online newspapers are 

encouraged to share their control of news presentation with the audience by allowing increased 

communication among readers, promoting back -and forth conversations between newsroom 

personnel and the audience, and providing opportunities for personalized journalism. 

In this case, the potential of the internet these days are allowing media organizations to represent 

themselves online in order to create an interaction atmosphere with users. There are many 

advanced interactive features which can help online newspapers get in touch with their readers. 

Currently, in the Ethiopian web landscape there are few online editions of print newspapers and 

purely web based newspapers. But, not all newspapers are easy to access . Especially, most of the 

purely web based newspapers are published online from America and Europe. One cannot easily 

access them easily because they are blocked and difficult to access easily. 

Seven online editions of Ethiopian newspapers which maintained online editions were selected 

for the study. The newspapers were Addis Zemen, Addis Admass and Reporler Amharic 

newspapers as well as the Reporler, Ethiopian Herald, Addis Fortune and Capi/al English 

newspapers. The focus of this study is, therefore, to explore online interactive features that are 

available in online editions of Ethiopian newspapers. 
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1.2. Statement ofthe Problem 

According to Schultz, (2000) lack of interaction between the mass media and their audiences has 

always been a target for media criticism. Schultz adds that while the internet provides a potential 

for more interactive communication, one wonders how much this opportunity is taken up and 

most of the traditional mass media industries do not seem to use online interactive features. 

Furthermore, Rahman, (2008) explains that the internet technology has brought forth a set of 

opportunities for making the communication between a medium and its audience more 

meaningful and interactive. Online news sites can utilize the opportunities to get closer to the 

audience. But, studies (Shultz, 1999, ; Kenny et aI. , 2000; Spyridou and Veglis, 2008) on 

interactivity reveal that online news sites are yet to materialize the options of interactivity or they 

offer few and token interactive features. 

The situation of internet communication and online interactivity is believed to be less common in 

countries like Ethiopia where millions are illiterate with minimal internet services. But, these 

days one cannot deny the fact that internet access and people who spend much more time online 

are growing from time to time. According to marketing communication division of Ethiopian 

Telecommunication corporation data and internet users are reached 8,790,302 as of January 

2015 . 

Currently, there are few newspapers and broadcast media institutions in Ethiopia that maintain an 

online edition in the World Wide Web. Newspapers in Ethiopia are also having their own online 

edition of their print version in the web. They are on the way oftaking advantage of the potential 

of the internet to post media contents to their users. But, little attention has been paid to the 

existing potential of internet to adopt online interactive features in their websites. 

There is a significant paucity of research concerning Ethiopian online journalism. There were 

some studies conducted related to online journalism in the Ethiopian media institutions. One 

study conducted by Kibnesh Chala, (2006) focuses on the use of internet as a medium of 

disseminating information by Ethiopian online newspapers. Her study finding shows that 

Ethiopian newspapers are represented online and most of the newspapers do not give adequate 

attention to the online edition, nor do they allocate sufficient budgets and human resources. She 

adds that the newspapers publish online just to maintain a website. 
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Other studies carried out in this area were that of Gebeyehu Bekele's (2011) and Mulugeta 

Kussa' s (2014) studies. Gebeyehu, (20 11 ) conducts a study on Media and New Technology in 

Ethiopia: a case study of the Ethiopian Radio and Television Agency 's newsroom. Hi s study 

findings show that ERTA was found to own a combination of different media technology experts 

and journalism practitioners. However, the extent and coordination of the infrastructure, the 

available new media technology devices and the number of computers to staff ratio were far 

behind the demand. On the other hand, Mulugeta Kussa's (2014) study also focuses on the 

practice of online journalism in Ethiopian Broadcasting Corporation (EBC). His finding shows 

that EBC's website does not seem to have recognized the significance of properly utilizing 

interactivity, hypertext and multimedia as key features of the online news. He adds that EBC is 

not even attempting to use interactivity and hypertext on its current website. 

This study is different from (Kibnesh ChaJa, 2006, Gebeyehu Bekele, 20 II , and Mulugeta Kussa, 

2014) studies. Kibnesh 's study did not focus on the interactive features of the newspapers during 

her study. So that, this study is different from Kibnesh 's study in a way that it gives an in-depth 

look in to how online editions of Ethiopian print newspapers incorporated online interactive 

features these days. And Gebeyehu's and Mulugeta's studies focus on the broadcast media while 

this study focuses on the print media. Finally, the dimension of interactivity and theoretical 

framework that was employed in this study is different from the above mentioned researchers . 

Based on this, the focus of this study is to explore online interactive features that are available in 

online editions of Ethiopian newspapers. 

1.3. The objectives of the study 

The general objective and specific objectives of the study are presented as follows: 

1.3.1. General Objective 

The study aims at exploring online interactive features that are available in online editions of 

Ethiopian newspapers. 

1.3.2. Specific Objectives 

The specific objectives of this study are the following : 
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• To find out online interactive features that are available In online editions of 

Ethiopian newspapers; 

• To identify the extent of use of interactive features in the online editions of Ethiopian 

newspapers; 

• To find out the knowledge of the newspapers' editors/journalists about online 

interactive features . 

1.4. Research questions 

The research questions that guided the study were the following: 

• What are the types of interactive features that online editions of Ethiopian 

newspapers offer? 

• To what extent do online editions of Ethiopian newspapers use online interactive 

features? 

• What seems the knowledge of the newspapers' editors/journalists about interactive 

features? 

1.5. Delimitation of the study 

The sample for this study was limited to online editions of Ethiopian newspapers with print 

counterparts. Purely web newspapers were not included in the study. And, the languages of the 

selected newspapers were limited to only Amharic and English language newspapers. Other 

Ethiopian language newspapers were not included in the study. On the other hand, the study 

explored the perceptions of online newspapers editors/journalists about interactive features in 

online journalism. But, the study did not examine the view of readers towards online interactive 

features. 

This study encountered the following limitations; there were no enough other local research 

papers which focus on the subject of Ethiopian onl ine interactive features and due to the newness 

of the title shortage of time was a challenging task during the study. 
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1.6. Significance of the Study 

The main objective of this study is to explore interactive features in online editions of Ethiopian 

newspapers and to find out the perceptions of the newspapers editors/journalists towards 

providing interactive features in their newspapers' websites. Online interactivity is becoming an 

important concept in today's journalism. Journalism practice is making shift in to an online 

atmosphere. And, interactivity is also becoming an integral part of it. In this case, this study is 

expected to be significant in signaling the importance of online interactivity for online 

newspapers and other media organizations of Ethiopia. 

It also helps media practitioners and gives them insight on how Ethiopian media industries and 

newspapers in particular should take advantage of the potentials of the internet to provide online 

interactive features. The researcher believed that providing interactive features helps strengthen 

media institutions' relationship with their readers and audiences. On the other hand, the finding 

of the research might serve as a stepping stone for further research in the area. 

1.7. Organization ofthe study 

The research paper is presented in five chapters. Chapter one presents a general background of 

the study. It includes problem statement, objectives, research questions, scope and limitation as 

well as significance of the study. 

The second chapter discusses information about online journalism and interactivity. It presents 

conceptual and theoretical frame works which are in one way or the other pertinent to the study. 

The third chapter discusses the methods, procedures, and techniques employed in the study. This 

chapter justifies and explains the rationale for employing qualitative and quantitative research 

designs. It also explains how content analysis and semi-structured interviews are employed in 

this study. It also briefly explains about the data management, analysis techniques and 

procedures employed in the study. 

The fourth chapter dwells on the presentation and discussion ofthe data, and analysis of the data. 

And the fifth chapter presents summary, conclusions as well as recommendations. 
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Chapter Two 

2. Review of Related Literature 

2.1. Introduction 

As mentioned in the introductory part, the main objective of this study is to explore interactive 

features that are available in online editions of Ethiopian newspapers. This chapter undertakes a 

discussion of two key areas central to the study: online journalism and interactivity. It then goes 

to provide brief background information about studies conducted in the area of online journalism 

locally and internationally. It also discusses conceptual framework related to the study. In 

addition to this, the study provides a theoretical framework for the study. 

Mahmoud and Auter (2009) stated that new media have many advantages that distinguish them 

from traditional mass media such as: interactivity, demassification, selectivity, synchronization, 

immediacy, inexpensiveness, pro-democracy forums, marketing tool, speed .... etc. However, 

interactivity is generally considered to be the central characteristic of new media. As such, many 

researchers in communication technology have attempted to not only explore the level of 

interactivity that new media involve but also defme the dimensions, features, and characteristics 

of interactive communication within the realm of new media. 

There are various researches that have been conducted on the subject of online journalism and 

interactivity internationally. For instance, among the studies which were conducted in the area of 

online interactive features and options are those of (McMillan, 1998; Shultz, 1999; Kenny et aI. , 

2000; Spyridou and Veglis, 2008; Rahman, 2008). The studies were studied based on the Heeter 

(1989) six dimensions of interactivity. These scholars agree that the new media offers various 

advantages to media institutions but interactive features are not exploited to the expected level. 

Shultz (1999) in his study entitled ' interactive options in online journalism: A content analysis of 

100 US newspapers' notes that the internet has the potential to increase interactive attempts in 

journalism. However, media organizations do not necessarily exploit this opportunity effectively. 

He adds that not every communication mediated by the internet is interactive. Kenny et ai , 

(2000) on his part argue that interactivity involves a two-way or multi-directional flow of 

information and this information flows amongst members of a community or amongst distinct 
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individuals rather than to a mass audience. The traditional model of communication, with its one

way transmission of a message from a source to a receiver does not fit interactive system. 

When it comes to Ethiopian context, there are no written literatures when and how online 

journalism and its development in Ethiopia began. But, the broadcast and print media in Ethiopia 

have represented themselves in the World Wide Web. 

Online journalism in Ethiopia is dependent on the internet connection provided by Ethiopian 

telecommunication and it has shown little improvement since the mid-2000s. The immediacy of 

the internet is poorly exploited, with news sites appearing mostly as replicas of their parent print 

or broadcasting outlet. Even though there has been some improvement in technological features , 

the sites only to a very limited extent incorporate interactivity. In terms of total volume, most 

media content in Ethiopia is still produced for traditional radio, television and newspapers. The 

number of local news blogs has actually decreased since 2007 this is despite the fact that more 

and more citizens are regular internet users (Skjerdal, 2013). 

Skjerdal, (2013) further states that the overall development of Ethiopian online reporting is in 

many ways contrary to expectations of steady growth in the new media sector in developing 

societies. He mentions that there are three combined reasons for this situation as follows : 

The first one is limitations in technological infrastructure, leaving Ethiopia 
as one of the most poorly connected countries in the world. Another is lack 
of profit related to the online media. A third reason for the missing progress 
in online journalism, perhaps more pervasive than the other two is govern
ment policy and strategy. He adds that in recent years the authorities have 
instituted numerous measures that serve to restrict rather than encourage a 
vibrant online sphere. This has in turn had an impact on the private media 
houses, which only exhibit modest interest in the online media as an 
opportunity for journalistic achievements. 

Tesfaye (20 13) has confirmed the blocking of one hundred twenty three tubes, websites and 

blogs in his study. Accord ing to Tesfaye these websites, blogs and tubes (for audio and video) 

have released news and articles about Ethiopia and face book pages that are politically oriented 

and that convey political messages are blocked. 

As mentioned above online joumalism in Ethiopia is at its infancy with many challenges. And, 

the existed potential of the internet and online technology in the country is not managed and 

handled well. There are few web-only newspapers and online editions of print newspapers in 
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Ethiopia. But, their development is not to the expected level. On the other hand, in terms of 

research conducted about the practice of online journalism are also very few in number. There 

have been previous studies which were conducted in the area of new media technology and 

online journalism in Ethiopia. For instance, (Kibnesh Chala, 2006; Gebeyehu Bekele, 20 11 , 

Feyisa Girma, 2011 and Mulugeta Kussa, 2014) studies are among the previous studies which 

were conducted previously. 

Media and technology in Ethiopia is not yet adequately used for various reasons. The level of 

employment of media technologies differs from organization to organization and from institution 

to institution, which could be due to the lack of competence or other related factors . Sometimes it 

is related to lack of awareness of the importance and immediacy attained in using the technology 

Gebeyehu (20 11 ). 

Feyisa, (20 II) also states that language barrier is also found to be another aspect that contributes 

to the low level of awareness of new media by journalists. But, it cannot be said that the majority 

of the journalists are not aware of the potential of new media. He added that the problem of poor 

access to internet is attributed mainly to the poor infrastructure of media houses. The basic 

reason is lack of financial resource. Lack of giving attention to new media sector is also one 

challenging factors. 

Kibnesh Chala, (2006) in her study titled ' the use of internet as a medium of disseminating by 

Ethiopian online newspapers' shows that Ethiopian online newspapers are represented online just 

to maintain a website. And, the newspapers are barely interactive. She adds that online 

newspapers are reluctant to create discussion forums or utilize the tools they already have. The 

newspapers claim that they are hindered by the reader's interest and capacity. However, they 

confirmed that readers show interest to participate in discussions and debate. The media's interest 

to involve readers is related to the gate-keeping role. The lack of interactive elements in the 

Ethiopian online newspapers might have resulted from the newspaper's interest to maintain the 

role of an information provider. 

On the other hand, according to Mulugeta, (2014) radio and television have their own unique 

features that the media operators need to stick to in order to be effective. The same holds true for 

newspaper and online media as well - both have their own unique features. So, it is one thing to 

go online in a bid to address the online audience in the era of the internet; but it is entirely a 
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different thing to know the behavior of the online audience and the unique nature of the online 

operation and approach accordingly. That is why scholars suggest some features of online news 

such as interactivity, hypertext and proper multimedia usage as a key to remain relevant to the 

online audience. 

Based on the above discussions and explanations, this study explores the current status of online 

interactive features that are available in online editions of Ethiopian newspapers. And, in the 

following topics, this study provides conceptual framework of online journalism and interactivity 

which includes online journalism as a new medium, concepts of interactivity, interactive features 

and types, as well as dimensions of interactivity. And then the theoretical framework which was 

employed in this study is presented based on the Heeter' s (1989) six dimensions of interactivity. 

Heeter's six dimensions of interactivity includes: complexity of choice available, efforts users 

must exert responsiveness to the user, facilitation of interpersonal communication, ease of adding 

information and monitor system use dimensions of interactivity. These dimensions are discussed 

in the theoretical framework section. 

2.2. Conceptual Framework 

2.2.1. Online Journalism as a New Medium 

Journalism on digital networks and specifically on internet is a relatively recent phenomenon, 

whose spread began in approximately 1994, in parallel to that of the World Wide Web (Palacios 

and Noci, 2009). In addition, the traditional mass media were confronted by a new technology 

that would dramatically change how people use media: the World Wide Web and due to the 

technological advance, people could surf the web to find the entertainment and information they 

wanted when they wanted it (Quinn and Filak 2005). 

According to Deuze (2001) the development of new media, specifically in terms of the internet 

and the World Wide Web has led to the creation of a form of journalism that is referred to as 

' online journalism', a kind of journalism that is characterized by three dimensions: interactivity, 

personalization and convergence. 

The internet is only the latest to challenge traditional news delivery methods. However, the 

implications of its influences are profound. While traditional news media have delivered 

information through a top-down, centralized model with journalists functioning as gatekeepers of 
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information, online news media present greater opportunities for control and ownership as users 

assume more active roles in their news consumption experiences (Chung, 2008). 

According to Spyridou and Veglis (2008) the basic reason to launch an online edition IS an 

attempt to reverse declining circulation by building a new base of readers, and especially young 

and computer-savvy users . Secondly, it had to do with developing a new source of advertising 

revenue by basically offering the same product in differing formats . Furthermore, the internet 

seemed as a smart move to protect the advertising base of online newspapers, and particularly 

classified ads. Finally, following the global trend of going online, publishers felt that an internet 

service would elevate a given newspaper's prestige. 

The shift from traditional media to online journalism is challenging. The challenges is not only a 

shift to online journalism but also a shift towards viewing readers more as collaborators than 

consumers and once this is achieved, the undertakings of reporting and writing must also shift 

from content delivery to information development and design; news reporting and editing from 

within this perspective must be centered on creating narrative structure that facilitate user 

navigation through a variety of information resources. Journalists will also need to enlarge their 

professional role from arbiters of reality and truth to include being facilitators of social dialogue 

(Huesca and Dervin 1999). 

As developments in media advance, existing media theory is proving increasingly less able to 

explain and clarify current media phenomena (Jensen 1998). New media represent a mounting 

challenge to traditional media and communication research, a challenge that demands a through 

rethinking of all central models and concepts (Jensen 1998). Interactive systems are a new hybrid 

of interpersonal and mass communication found in new media and the traditional model of 

communication just does not correspond with these interactive systems (Kenny et al. 2000). 

This study relies heavily on Jensen 's (1998) and Mahmoud and Auter' s (2009) discussion of 

interactivity because they are one of the explications of interactivity that provides an in-depth 

analysis of various theories surrounding the concept. Jensen's (1998) discussion evaluates the 

various theories surrounding the concept. His discussion evaluates the various theories of 

interactivity, incorporating theories of mass communication and audience to arrive at a model of 

interactivity that provides practical definitions of the concept within the area of communication 
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studies. And, Mahmoud and Auter (2009) in their interactive nature of computer-mediated 

communication study they provide definition and concepts of interactivity, dimensions of 

interactivity, types of interactivity and computer mediated- communication. 

2.2.2. Concepts oflnteractivity 

Interactivity is one of the most frequently used concepts In new media theory and it often 

invoked as a benchmark for differentiating ' new' digital media from 'older' analogue form and 

for this reason it is not unusual to find new media referred to as interactive media (Gane and 

Beer, 2008). 

The term interactivity remains an under-defined concept and although it is highly valid and 

carries weight as a way of thinking about communication, it has narrowly based explication, little 

consensus on meaning and only recently is empirical verification of its actual role emerging and 

interactivity has remained a buzzword that many people use, yet few define the concept (Kenny 

et al. 2000). 

The term 'buzzwords' refers to words which, within a particular area or subject matter, appear to 

refer to something of extreme and popular importance, and which for a given time are heard 

constantly but are often difficult to comprehend since in reality nobody can pin down their 

meaning. According to Jensen (1998), ' Interactivity ' is such a word and is currently one of the ' 

most utilized buzzwords within the media community. Interactivity has almost turned in to a dull 

buzzword. The term is so inflated now that one begins to suspect there is much less to it than 

some people want to make it appear (Schultz, 2000). 

The situation that l;1as been described above should not be surprising. The meaning of the term 

and concept of interactivity has, just like a lot of other specialist terms, been watered down after 

its popular acceptance in daily usage. And in recent years, the explosive development and 

decided commercial success of interactive technologies and the interactive approach that has 

taken place in the form of most importantly, computers and multimedia, Internet, intranets, the 

Word Wide Web and networked computers, leaves no doubt that interactivity has indeed 

unsurprisingly entered common usage (Jensen, 1998). 

Interactivity has been rapidly conscripted into the discourses of a new media age and it is central 

to a cluster of terms that preoccupy the study of cyber culture. Around it assembled so many of 
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the binary terms of new media theorizing active/passive, one-way/two way, linear/nonl inear, 

synchronous/asynchronous, mediatedlface-to-face, etc (Holmes, 2007). 

The concept of interactivity has its roots in the late 1920s, when Bertolt Brecht and Walter 

Benjamin criticized the limited one-way direction of the mass media. (Schultz cited in Mahmoud 

and Auter, 2009). It takes on numerous and various meanings within diverse individual fields of 

scholarship. In the book ' Key Concepts in Communication and Cultural Studies ', Such a concept 

is called 'multi-discursive' and this refers to concepts whose meanings or connotations differ 

significantly according to their use within different discourses. As a result, such concepts depend 

to a very large extent on their context for their meaning to be clear (O 'Sullivan et ai, 1994). 

The concept of interactivity and interactive media is mostly used to characterize a feature or 

features of new media that differs from the more traditional media. From among all the existing 

definitions of interactivity that exist within media studies and even in computer science, it seems 

evident that there are three fundamental ways of defining the concept: as prototype, as criterion 

and as a continuum. A discussion of these will crystallize what particular trait of new media 

differs from traditional media and is characteristic of the concept of interactivity and interactive 

media (Jensen, 1998). 

Generally, Interactivity increases as: 

The goal of communication is more to exchange information than to persuade 
participants have greater control of the communication envirorunent, 
participants take an active role to fully benefit from the communication, 
participants act and react to messages via two-way communication, timing of 
communication is flexible and responsive to demands of pal1icipants, and 
communication environment creates a sense of place (McMillan and Downes 
in Kenny et al. 2000). 

In defining and measuring interactivity, it is essential to distinguish between the structural and 

experiential aspects of the construct. The structural aspect refers to the hardwired opportunity of 

interactivity provided during an interaction, whereas the experiential aspect is the interactivity of 

the communication process as perceived by the communication parties (Liu and Shrum 2002). 

According to Heeter cited in Mahmoud and Auter (2009) interactivity is a multi-dimensional concept 

that includes: the complexity of available choices, the amount of effort users expend, user 

responsiveness, information monitoring, the ease with which information can be added, and the 
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facilitation of interpersonal communication. Heeter combine the three aforementioned terms -

medium (complexity of choice available, and ease of adding information), perception (effort users 

must exert, and monitoring information use) and/or process (respons iveness to the user, and 

facilitation of interpersonal communication) - in her definition of interactivity. 

2.2.3 Interactive Features and Types 

There are a number of interactive features available that online news editions can utilize to 

enhance their products on a story-by-story basis as well as on a general basis. These include links 

to other stories, links to some source material, email to reporters and editors, chat rooms, forums, 

animations, photographs and biographical information about reporters and columnists, related 

coverage and searchable databases and multimedia such as audio and video (Dibean and 

Garrison 2000). 

According to Schultz, (2000) however, most online newspapers are not achieving their potential 

in terms of their offerings of interactive options and still have to improve in offering real 

participation to their audiences. Rafaeli 's model of interactivity also conjure up such a picture of 

unfulfilled potential in terms of the interactive nature of the use of the new technologies but he 

does maintain that along the continuum of interactivity, there are setting that make it more likely 

that full interactivity will occur (Schultz 2000). 

The mere availability of interactive tools and options that allow for interactive communication 

does not say much about the way in which they are utilized by journalists and their audience; 

nevertheless, it is a necessary condition for the interactive discourse (Schultz 1999). 

Dueze, (200 I) subdivides interactive features into three types: navigational interactivity which 

includes scrolling menu bars and buttons that enable the reader to navigate on the page and to 

and from pages; functional interactivity which includes Bulletin Board System (BBS), moderated 

discussion lists and direct 'mail-to ' links; and adaptive interactivity which includes chat rooms 

and personal customization thorough ' smart web design. 

For Millison (1999), hyperlinks embody the main instrument for the interactivity of online 

journalism; they link the various elements of a lengthy and complex work, introducing multiple 

view points and adding depth and detail. A typical work of online journalism can be made up of 

a hyperlinked set of web pages; pages that can themselves include hyperlinks to other websites. 
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Email functions as one of the tools that can be used for increasing interactivity; it is a fast and 

direct channel between readers and editors/reporters. There are, however, some obstacles to its 

use within the context of online journalism and one of these is that newsrooms schedules do not 

usually regard discussions with the audience as an essential or integral part of the job and would 

have to make the extra time to deal with requests of their readers, not to mention make 

considerable time for interactive discussions (Schultz, 2000). 

Online forums can also be considered interactive options or tools within online journalism and 

are arenas of discourse where readers have the opportunity to comment on articles and discuss 

new topics. The obstacle to this is that although staff/journalists to issues of technicality and 

content control. However, in spite of this, there is no doubt that online forums do increase 

interactivity of the mass media in general by broadening opportunities for reader-to reader 

communication. Forums that are surrounded by the online environment of a mass medium have 

an added advantage because the discussions are related to the content of the mass medium and 

this in turn ensures that people share some basic knowledge and background and that the 

discussions have more of a chance of achieving certain coherence (Schultz, 2000). 

Synchronous live chats are another interactive option that can lead to interactive threads, 

especially in journalistic chat rooms where the discussions can be guided by moderators and 

defined topics (Schultz, 1999). 

Online polls and surveys offered on journalistic sites could also be considered interactive options 

although they generally remain reactive. Their failure to be representative and the fact that it is 

possible for readers to cast multiple votes are associated problems. In spite of these 

shortcomings, however, there is the potential for them to be used as a means of generating issues 

for discussion and providing direction for these directions. If rotted in areas of background 

information and discussion, they can also become part of a communicative effort that may reach 

an interactive level (Schultz, 1999). 

Bucy (2004) identified two types of interactivity as follows: 

The first is content (or user- ta-system) interactivity, which involves the 
control that news consumers exercise over the selection and presentation of 
editorial content. Unlike traditional media platforms, the online environment 
allows users to more fully interact with the medium itself by clicking on 
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hyper links, taking part in polls, downloading information, calling up 
streaming media, searching archives and customizing information delivery. 
The second, less common type of interactivity that may occur online is 
interpersonal (or user-to-user) interactivity, involving person- to- person 
conversations mediated by the network. Such computer- mediated 
communication includes both synchronous (real- time) and asynchronous 
(delayed) exchanges, whether in the form of e- mail or its various 
permutations such as instant messages, chat room discussions and blogs. 
Both types of interactivity may be facilitated by the same Web site 
depending on the features offered (Bucy in Spyridou and Veglis 2008). 

2.2.4. Dimensions ofInteractivity 

Jensen in Mahmoud and Auter (2009) classified the dimensions of interactivity according to the 

numbers of dimensions present for the definition of this term. The following table contains 

classifications ofthe most important dimensions of interactivity. 

Table 2.1: The most important dimensions of interactivity 

Numbers of Authors The Dimensions 
Dimensions 

Rogress (1986) Selected communication technologies 
I 

Rafaeli (1988) Responsiveness 

Brodewijk and Kaam (1986) 1. Control ofinformation Source 
2. Control of Time and Subject 

2 
Szuprowicz (1995) 1. Information flow 

2. Interactive multimedia 

Kiousis (1999) 1. The Structure of the medium 
2. The Context of communication setting 
3. The Perception of users 

Steuer (1992) 1. Speed: speed of responsiveness 
2. Range: range of choice available 
3. Mapping: Mapping capabilities of medium 

I. Direction of communication 
McMillan and Hawang 2. User control 
(2002) 3. Time 

3 
I. Mapping 

Co lye and Thorson (200 I) 2. Speed 
3. user control 

I. The simultaneous and continuous exchange of 
information 

Zack (1993) 2. The use of multiple nonverbal cues; 
3. The potentially spontaneous, unpredictable, and 

emergent progression of remarks 
4 4. The ability to interrupt or Preempt; mutuality; 
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patterns of turn taking; and the use of adjacency pairs. 

I . Transm issional interactiv ity 
Jensen (2000) 2. Consultational interactivity 

3. Conversational interactiv ity 
4. Registrational interactivity 

Goertz, (1994) I. The Degree of choice available 
2. The Degree of modifiability 
3. Available selections and modifications 
4. The Degree of linearity & non linearity 

I. Playfulness 
2. Choice 

Ha and James (1998) 3. Connectedness 
4. Information collection 
5. Reciprocal communication 

5 I. Direction of communication 
Downes and McMillan 2. Timing flexibility 
(2000) 3. Sense of place 

4. Level of control 
5. Responsiveness and the perceived purpose 

I. Complexity of choice available 
2. Efforts users must exert 
3. Responsiveness to the user 

6 Carrie Heeter (1989) 4. Facilitation of interpersonal communication 
5. Ease of adding information 
6. Monitor system use 

Rogers (1986) in Mahmoud and Auter (2009) provides one dimensional interactivity. And , He 

defined 'interactivity' as "the capability of new communication systems (usually containing a 

computer as one component) to ' talk back' to the user, almost like an individual participating in 

a conversation". And he confirmed that interactivity is a variable; the mass media (newspapers, 

radio, television and film) are relatively low in their degree of interactivity. Based on thi s 

definition, Rogers has created a scale in which he li sts the ' degrees of interactivity ' for a number 

of selected communication technologies on a continuum from ' low' to ' high ' . 
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Degree of interactivity 

Low High 

Press Teletext Computer communication 

Radio 

TV, 

Film 

Etc. 

via videotext, computer 

bulletin boards, electronic 

computer teleconferencing, 

Interactive cable TV, etc. 

Figure 2.1. E.M. Rogers' One -Dimensionallnteractivity Continuum 

In addition to the above, Sheizaf Rafaeli in Mahmoud and Auter (2009) has also presented a one 

dimensional concept of interactivity, but with a different accent. Rafaeli 's (1988) definition 

centers on the concept of 'responsiveness', as a measure of a medium's ability to be receptive 

and react in response to a given user, or more precisely, a measure of how much one message in 

an exchange is based on previous messages. This model uses three progressive levels in its 

continuum. First, two way communications takes place when messages are delivered both ways. 

Second, reactive communication also requires that a latter message reacts to a previous message. 

Third, full interactivity requires that a latter message responds to a sequence of previous 

messages. 

Rafaeli's explication of interactivity is hailed as one of the most productive definitions of 

interactivity; one that can be applied to empirical research but that does not view interactivity 

solely in technological terms (Schultz 2000). The following table shows Rafaeli's explication of 

interactivity. 
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Table 2.2: A Model of Rafaeli's explication of interactivity in Schultz (2000) 

Journalist-Reader Reader-Reader 

(Journalism as forum) 

Published letter/email to the 

editor 
One-way communication Journalistic messages Reader sites 

Citizens quoted/portrayed 

Two-way/reactive Letter (mail, email, fax) Letters and calls referring to 

communication Polls other letters or calls 

Question and answer sections Online forum postings 

Call-ins 

Town meetings Town meetings 

Online discussion boards/chats Online discussion boards 
Interactive communication with journalists participating Chat rooms 

In general: communicative Email threads initiated by 

threads via (e) mail, phone, forums 

face-to-face, video-

conferencing 

Bordewijk and van Kaam (1986) provide two-dimensional interactivity. One dimension of the 

model is defined by control of information source, and the other by control of time and choice of 

subject. For both of these variables, Bordewijk and Kaam (1986) suggested that control may 

reside either in a central source or with the individual (Bordewijk and van Kaam in Mahmoud 

and Auter, 2009). The resulting four-part typology is illustrated in the table below. 

Table 2.3: Bordewijk and Kaam's Matrix for the Four Communication Patterns 

Information produced by a Information produced by the 
central provider consumer 

Distribution controlled by a Transmission Registration 
central provider 

Distribution controlled by the Consultation Conversation 
consumer 
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'Transmission' refers to situations in which information is simultaneously distributed from a 

center to many peripheral receivers. ' Consultation' occurs when an individual looks for 

information at a central information store. 'Registration ' is, in essence, the reverse of 

consultation. ' Conversation' occurs when individuals interact directly with each other, bypassing 

central controls or intermediaries. 

Szuprowicz (1995) in Mahmoud and Auter (2009) also presented a two-dimensional concept of 

interactivity, saying that: ' in order to understand all issues and problems associated with 

interactive multimedia networking and communications it is necessary to define and classify the 

various levels and categories of interactivity that come into play. Interactivity is best defined by 

the type of multimedia information flows ' . Information flow is one of the two dimensions and he 

divided the information flows into three main categories. The first one is user-to-documents 

interactivity and it is a traditional transaction between a user and specific documents. The second 

one is user-to-computer interactivity and it is explained as more exploratory interactions between 

a user and various delivery platforms. And, the third one is user-to-user interactivity and it is 

explained as collaborative transactions between two or more users. Szuprowicz's interactive 

multimedia information flows are presented in the table below. 

Table 2.5: Interactive multimedia information flows. 

Object oriented 

manipulation 

Broadcast 

Interactive 

access 

Mail 

Newsletter 

Hypermedia 

User-to-documents 

Database 

Information Kiosk 

Graphical 

User-to-computers 

Groupware 

Presentation 

Conferencing 

User-to-user 

Kiousis, (1999) in Mahmoud and Auter (2009) focuses on the elements of communication to 

explore the dimensions of interactivity. Kiousis pointed to three factors as being the main 

dimensions of interactivity. These factors are the technological structure of the medium used 

(objective speed, range, and sensory complexity), the characteristics of the communication 

settings (third-order dependency and social presence), and individuals' perceptions (proximity, 
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perceived speed, sensory activation and telepresence). Steuer (1992) in Mahmoud and Auter 

(2009) also conceptualizes interactivity based on three elements which aid in facilitating users' 

manipulation of contents based on the functional approach. They are speed of responsiveness, 

range of choice available an~ mapping capabilities of medium. 

Coyle and Thorson also identified mapping, speed, and user control as three important 

dimensions of website interactivity; emphasizing the perceptual rather than functional aspect of 

interactivity. Coyle and Thorson manipulate interactivity on the basis of Steuer 's (1992) 

definition. The presence of a clickable image map, the number of clickable areas and the features 

of feedback mechanisms in the communications dimension (e.g., e-mail links, chat rooms) are 

derived from the interactivity theory (Coyle and Thorson in Mahmoud and Auter, 2009). 

McMillan and Hwang also identified the most frequently mentioned elements of perceived 

interactivity: direction of communication, user control, and time. (McMillan and Hwang cited in 

Mahmoud and Auter 2009). 

According to Mahmoud and Auter (2009), an example of a four-dimensional concept of 

interactivity, where four dimensions of meaning constitute interactivity, can be found in the 

writing of Zack (1993), Goertz (1995), and Jensen (1998). 

Zack (1993) in Mohammed and Auter (2009) identified four types interactivity dimensions. The 

first one is simultaneous and continuous exchange of information. The Second is use of multiple 

non-verbal cues. The third is potentially spontaneous, unpredictable and emergent progression of 

remark. Fourth, ability to interrupt or preempt mutuality patterns of turn-taking and the use of 

adjacency pairs. He explicated the importance of managers' use of electronic messaging for 

ongoing management groups performing a cooperative task. 

Goertz (1995) in Mahmoud and Auter, (2009) also isolates four dimensions, which are said to be 

meaningful for interactivity. First, degree of choice available that refers to the degree of 

interactivity concerns the choices offered by the media being used. Second, degree of 

modifiability refers to the user's own ability to modify existing messages or add new content 

where these modifications and additions. Third, quantitative size of the available selections and 

modifications refers to the quantitative number of selections possible within each of the previous 

two dimensions. The Fourth is the degree of linearity/non-linearity which is functions as a 
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measure of the user' s control over the time, tempo and progressIOn of the reception or 

communication. 

In addition to the above, Jensen (1998) also provides four-dimensional interactivity. The first 

one is transmissional interactivity which refers to a measure of a media' s potential ability to let 

the user choose from a continuous stream of information. The second one is consultational 

interactivity which refers to a measure of a media' s potential ability to let the user choose, by 

request. The third one is conversational interactivity that refers to a measure of a media 's 

potential ability to let the user produce and input his/her own information in a two way media 

system. The fourth one is registrational interactivity that refers to a measure of a media' s 

potential ability to register information from and thereby al so adapt and/or respond to a given 

user' s needs and actions. 

Ha and James in Mahmoud and Auter, (2009) suggests five-dimensional concepts of interactivity 

i.e. playfulness, choice, connectedness, information collection and reciprocal communication as 

the five dimensions of interactivity in CMC. Downes and McMillan in Mahmoud and Auter 

(2009) also provided a five-dimensional definition of interactivity comprised of, direction of 

communication, timing flexibility , sense of place, and level of control, responsiveness and the 

perceived purpose of communication. 

Finally, Heeter (1989) in Mahmoud and Auter (2009) present six dimensional interactivity that 

includes the complexity of available choices, the amount of effort users expend, user 

responsiveness, information monitoring, the ease with which information can be added, and the 

facilitation of interpersonal communication. Heeter combine the three aforementioned terms 

medium (complexity of choice available, and ease of adding information), perception (effort 

users must exert, and monitoring information use) and/or process (responsiveness to the user, 

and facilitation of interpersonal communication) in her definition of interactivity. 

2.3. Theoretical Framework 

Using theoretical framework is an essential road map for research. While the discussions that 

have taken place are relevant to the study as whole, it is impOliant to provide practical models 

that will directly contribute to constructing a set of measurement constructs for use within thi s 

study. 
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This study adopted Heeter' s (1989) six dimensions of interactivity for constructing the categories 

of analysis required for conducting the research. These dimensions of interactivity are specific 

and measureable and have been acknowledged as such by scholars including McMillan (1998) , 

Kenny et al. (2000) and Spyridou and Veglis (2008) who also adopted them in their studies and 

operationalized them to render them measurable and so construct categories of analysis for their 

research. 

Spyridou and Veglis (2008) used content analysis to examine six Greek online newspapers and 

two foreign online newspapers (The New York Times and The Guardian).They adopted Heeter's 

(1989) definition of interactivity and analyzed the entire website of the newspapers by the 

dimensions of interactivity Heeter offered. 

In addition to the above, in an empirical study of 100 online newspapers, Kenny et al. (2000) 

developed and applied an operational definition of interactivity that included 18 measures. They 

adopted Heeter's (1989) definition of interactivity because it offered them specific measurab le 

dimensions that matched the concept of interactivity found in the professional literature. 

McMillan (1998) used content analysis to examine 395 sites on the World Wide Web and used 

this analysis to present four models of funding for content in computer-mediated communication 

(CMC). The key factors underlying the models were interactivity, ideologies related to 

intellectual property, and audience size. The level of interactivity was operationalized using the 

dimensions of interactivity defined by Heeter (1989). 

This study also breaks down interactivity in to measurable dimensions in order to construct 

categories of analysis. Heeter's (1989) dimensions of interactivity and the operationalization of 

these categories by Spyridou and Veglis (2008) provide the basis for this. The justification for 

this lies simply in the fact that although there are many definitions and explications of 

interactivity, there are not as many practical ways of applying these theories to research. Heeter's 

(1989) dimensions of interactivity addresses this because they are measurable. 

Spyridou and Veglis (2008) developed 48 measures to study structural interactivity of Greek 

online newspapers based on Heeter's six-dimensions of interactivity. This study will follow the 
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same measures which were used by them. Below are discussions of each category of analysis and 

how each dimension of interactivity will be measured within this study. 

Complexity of choice available dimension of interactivity is defined as the range of content 

topics online journalists make available to readers. An online newspaper's interactivity depends 

on the diversity of material it contains. Users are empowered with many choices so that they can 

customize content in accordance to their needs and interests. And, complexity of choice available 

is measured by classification of thematic categories and subcategories, main news menu, latest 

news section, picks of the day, picks of the week, special reports on important issues, archives, 

links to other relevant articles, links to sources outside web site, internal search engine, external 

search engine, time of updating, inclusion of multimedia features : photos, sound, video, 

Facebook and Twitter pages, choice of language, interaction guides, special services providing 

specialized and extensive news coverage (Spyridou and Veglis, 2008). 

Effort users must exert dimension of interactivity is associated with how user friend ly a site is 

in terms of design, so that users can find information and exercise control over content with the 

least possible effort. It refers to those features or mechanisms which allow a user to navigate 

through a site and choose content as well as the sequence and timing of communication. In this 

case, effort users must exert is measured by customization possibilities of a web site via e- mail , 

advanced search tools, direct printing option, Pdf format download option, headline and lead 

drop--down menu within each category, breaking news service, mobile SMS services, internal 

RSS feeds, external RSS feeds (Spyridou and Veglis, 2008). 

Responsiveness to the user dimension of interactivity can be defined as 'potential for 

responsiveness. It refers to those features which allow the user to interact with the journalists of a 

given Web site. Users can contact reporters/editor to express public concerns, pose questions, 

requests and opinions and expect feedback. Therefore, responsiveness to the user dimension is 

measured by direct e-mail link to the article's author, e- mail contacts to the editor/journalists, 

publish letters of readers, provide answers from journalists about their articles, provide answers 

to readers' questions on any topic, service featuring the most read stories and blogs (Spyridoll 

and Veglis, 2008). 
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Facilitation of interpersonal communication dimension of interactivity refers to a web 

newspaper's potential to offer itself as a digital conduit through which a reader can carryon a 

synchronous, one- to-one interaction with another reader; it has to do with those features which 

allow users to communicate with each other and exchange arguments, points of view and 

material. And, facilitation of interpersonal communication is measured by discussion rooms, 

polls and surveys, news blogs and classification of news blogs (Spyridou and Veglis, 2008). 

Ease of adding information dimension of interactivity refers to the ability given to a user to 

contribute to content by adding information on a given web site. It permits readers to express 

themselves on an asynchronous basis and connotes the interchange of roles between producers 

and consumers of news. And, ease of adding information is measured by hyperlinks that add 

information to the site, mechanisms that allow users to make contributions to stories, option of 

directly e-mailing an article, publication of opinion articles or stories written by readers 

(Spyridou and Veglis, 2008). 

Monitor system use dimension of interactivity refers to those monitoring devices which permit 

a site operator to track visitors, which part of a given site they have visited and for how long in 

order to document surfing habits of a variety users over time. And, monitor system is measured 

by cookies, visitors counter and request registration (Spyridou and Veglis, 2008). 

In this study, the researcher tried to present a suggested graph that shows the theoretical 

framework. The graph is presented based on the six dimensions mentioned above. 
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Figure 2.2: Suggested theoretical framework based on Heeter's (1989) six dimensions of 

interactivity. 

The model of Heeter (1989) has been extended to include certain variables. Each one of the six 

dimensions was measured through variables. which in accordance to the literature. can be 

described as critical to the construct of interactivity in news sites. The model can be 

characterized as 'inclusive ' because it contains an extensive variety of features . FUl1hermore . 

assuming that not all interactive featu res have equal interactive functional ity, the variables used 

were further distinguished. to apply to Mark Deuze ' s (2002) types of interactivity (navigat ionaL 

functional and adapti ve), in order to define the level of interactivity (Spyridou and Veglis 

2008: 12). 

Finally. having discussed various issues and theories surrounding the concept of interactivity and 

online journalism by giving a context in which this study can be located. the following chapter 

looks at research methods and procedures that were applied in this study. 
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Chapter Three 

3. Research Methodology 

3.1. Research design 

The main objective of this study is to explore online interactive features that are available in 

online editions of Ethiopian newspapers. In this case, this chapter aims to discuss the 

methodologies of research that were employed in this study. It provides a theoretical basis and 

structure for the quantitative and qualitative methodologies that were used. This chapter also 

gives a detailed step-by step analysis of how these methodologies and procedures were applied to 

the questions raised in this study. The result is further analyzed and discussed in the next chapter. 

As mentioned earlier, this study employed both quantitative and qualitative methodologies of 

research to address the research problem of exploring interactive feature types and to what extent 

and in what ways the online editions of Ethiopian newspapers have incorporated interactive 

features of the online environment. 

According to Wimmer and Dominick, (20 11 :49) for the past several years, some friction has 

existed in the mass media field and in other disciplines between those who fa vur quantitative 

methods and those who prefer qualitative methods and most researchers have now come to 

realize that both methods are important in understanding any phenomenon. In this case, this 

study uses a quantitative content analysis and a qualitative semi-structured interview to study 

online interactive features. 

Content analysis is a research technique that is apparently simple to carry out the degree of 

specificity or complexity sought in each specific research study and following a process of 

categorization and subsequent codification of the data, including statistical treatment, content 

analysis makes it possible to draw conclusions supported by measurement of the frequency with 

which certain elements of interest to the researcher (Palacios and Noci 2009). 

In addition to the content analysis, this study will, therefore, include semi-structured interview as 

well. Schultz (1999) noted that this makes it possible for the researcher to obtain more specific 

information on interactive features encountered in the quantitative process. 
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3.2. Sampling 

In this study the researcher selected Ethiopian online newspapers using a list with the URLs of 
online newspapers of different countries around the globe is available in the website 
http://www.onlinenewspapers.com/. The researcher accessed the homepage of the site first and 
then clicked Africa and then eastern Africa, a list of Ethiopian newspapers appeared where from 
Ethiopia was chosen. The URL of Ethiopian newspapers 1I1 the site IS 

http://www.onlinenewspapers.com/ethiopia.htm. The site compiles different types (online 
editions of newspapers with print counterparts, web-only newspapers, daily, weekly, local and 
abroad published) of online news sites of Ethiopia. Some of the newspapers listed in this website 
were not easily accessible. 

So, seven online editions of Ethiopian newspapers with print counterparts were chosen for the 
purpose of this study. The newspapers were purposely chosen in order to find key informants 
easily for the interview part of this study. The sample did not include any web-only newspapers 
and blogs. The study chose online newspapers that maintain print editions in order to achieve the 
objectives of the study. The newspapers include both Amharic and English language published 
newspapers. Two of the newspapers are dailies and the other five are weekly published 
newspapers. Therefore, the selected seven Ethiopian online newspapers with print counterpaJts 
are presented in the following table below. 

Table 3.1: Sample of Ethiopian online newspapers with print counterparts 

No. Name of Newspaper Language Address 
I. Addis Zemen Amharic daily http://www.ethpress.gov.et!addiszemenl 
2. The Ethiopian Herald English daily http://www.ethpress.gov.et!herald/ 
3. Reporter Amharic weekly http://www.ethiopianreporter.com 
4. The Reporter English weekly http://www.thereporterethiopia.com/ 
5. Addis Fortune English weekly http://addisfortune .net! 
6. Addis Admass Amharic weekly http://www.addisadmassnews.com/ 
7. Capital English weekly http://www.capitalethiopia.com/ 
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3.3. Quantitative Content Analysis 

This study uses quantitative content analysis in order to measure the interactive features of online 

editions of Ethiopian newspapers. The research was conducted based on Heeter' s (1989) 

theoretical model. Heeter's model produces criteria which determine whether or not a web site is 

interactive. The underlying logic of Heeter' s model is that the sheer presence of functional 

features in an interface is sufficient evidence of interactivity. The higher the number of such 

manifestations included on a Web site, the higher its interactivity. 

Kerlinger cited in Wimmer and Dominick (20 II) defined quantitative content analysis as a 

method of studying and analyzing communication in a systematic, objective, and quantitative 

manner for the purpose of measuring variables. 

3.3.1. Constructing Measureable Categories of Analysis 

Constructing measurable categories of analysis is essential in quantitative content analysis study. 

In this case, Heeter's (1989) dimensions of interactivity are specific and measurable and will 

therefore be adopted for constructing the categories of analysis in this study. Spyridou and 

Veglis (2008) adopted Heeter's dimensions of interactivity in their studies and operationalized 

them to render measurable and su cunstruct categuries uf analysis fur their research. Similarly, 

this study breaks down interactivity into measurable dimensions in order to construct categories 

of analysis. The previous chapter discussed each category of analysis and how each dimension of 

interactivity measured within this study. 

Complexity of Choice Available includes 20 interactive features. And, they are classification of 

thematic categories and subcategories, main news menu, latest news section, picks of the day, 

picks of the week, special reports on important issues, archives, links to other relevant articles, 

links to sources outside web site, internal search engine, external search engine, time of updating, 

inclusion of multimedia features: photos, sound and video as well as Face book and Twitter 

pages, interaction guides, choice of languages, special services providing specialized and 

extensive news coverage. 

Efforts Users Must Exert includes nme interactive features. And, they are customization 

possibilities of a web site via e-mail, advanced search tools, direct printing option, Pdf format 
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download, headline and lead drop-down menu within each category, direct printing option, 

breaking news service, mobile SMS services, internal RSS feeds and external RSS feeds. 

Responsiveness to the User includes six interactive features . And they are direct e- mail link to 

the article 's author, e-mail contacts to the editor/journalists, publish letters of readers, provide 

answers from journalists about their articles, and provide answers to readers ' questions on any 

topic, service featuring the most read stories. 

Facilitation of Interpersonal Communication includes four interactive features. And, they are 

discussion room, polls and surveys, news blogs and classification of news blogs. 

Ease of Adding Information includes four interactive features. And, they are hyperlinks that 

add information to the site, mechanisms that allow users to make contributions to stories, option 

of directly e- mailing an article, publication of opinion articles or stories written by readers. 

Monitor System Use includes three interactive features. And, they are cookies, visitors counter 

and request registration. 

3.3.2. Coding Procedure 

When it comes to the coding procedure Spyridou and Veglis (2008) developed and used a coding 

system to examine the structural interactive features of selected Greek online newspapers by 

identifYing 46 specific interactive features based on Heeter (1989) theoretical model. This study 

followed the same coding procedure used by Spyridou and veglis and contextualized them in to 

the study of online editions of Ethiopian newspapers. 

Therefore, content analysis was used to examine the entire web site of a given newspaper. The 

unit of analysis was the entire newspaper site. Each site was entered through its homepage, and 

then navigates its various sections. Repetitive visits were made to sites in order to observe 

extensively features under investigation. First, each site was coded for the presence or absence of 

46 specific interactive elements. Second, a scored rating emerged from recording and calculating 

the 'value' (points) of each variable. Using this scoring method, the maximum score was defined 

to be 100 points, while the minimum was zero. Each feature received a rating from I to 3 based 

on their value in interactivity. A rating of 1 indicates a low level of interactive functionality. A 
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rating of 2 indicates a moderate level, whilst a rating of 3 shows a high level of interactive 

functionality (Spyridou and Veglis, 2008) . 

. 3.3.3. Inter-Coder Reliability 

The concept of reliability is crucial to content analysis . If a content analysis is to be objective, its 

measures and procedures must be reliable. A study is reliable when repeated measurement of the 

same material results in similar decisions or conclusions. Inter coder reliability refers to levels of 

agreement among independent coders who code the same content using the same coding 

instrument. If the results fail to achieve reliability, something is amiss with the coders, the coding 

instructions, the category definitions, the unit of analysis, or some combination of these Wimmer 

and Dominick (2011). 

Since the reliability of data is an important aspect of research, the researcher gave the 

responsibility of coding for two MA holder coders who had better understanding of the issue. 

The coders carried out the coding independently using the coding sheet (appendix A). In addition 

to this, the coders were trained and provided with a coding book (appendix B). The coding was 

carried out for one month (from July 3, 20 15 to August, 2015). The researcher, then, checked 

the inter coder reliability by using Holsti' s (1969) formula where: 

Reliability = 2M 

Nl +N2 

M is the number of coding decisions with which the two coders agreed up on, while Nl and N2 

are the total number of coding decisions by the first and the second coder respectively (Wimmer 

and Dominick, 20 11). By doing this, the researcher proved that the two coders agreed in their 

coding decisions. 

Based on the above mentioned Holesti' s formula, this study checked the reliability of the coders as 

follows. The two coders coded the online editions of the fo llowing seven newspapers in order to fi nd 

out 46 interactive features . Reliability = 2M 

Nl +N2 

• Addis Zemen 44+44 = ~ = 0.95 

46+46 92 
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• Addis Fortune 36+36 71... = 0.78 

46+46 92 

• Reporter (Amharic) 35+35 = lliL = 0.76 

46+46 92 

• Reporter(English) 40+40 lliL 0.87 

46+46 92 

• Ethiopian Herald 39+39 = ~ 0.85 

46+46 92 

• Addis Admass 39+39 = ~ = 0.85 

46+46 92 

• Capital 37+37 = 74 = 0.80 

46+46 92 

Based on Holsti 's (1969) formula, best achieved inter-coder reliability is between 0.60 to 1.00. If 

the result of the inter coder reliability 0.50 and less than that there is a problem in the coding 

result between the two coders. In this study, the tota l average of the inter-coder rel iability between 

the two coders is 0.84. In this case, thi s study is reliable because it is found between the acceptab le 

ranges of reliability. 

3.4. Qualitative Procedures 

3.4.1. Semi-structured interviews 

As mentioned earlier, this study includes semi structured interviews. Semi-structured interview is 

a qualitative data collection strategy in which the researcher asks informants a series of 

predetermined but open-ended questions and the researcher has more control over the topics of 

the interview than in unstructured interviews (Given, 2008). 

The interview finds out both the attitudes and practices of editors and journalists regarding 

interactivity in online journalism, interactive features and activities on their sites, the utilization 

of these features by both readers and journalists and the level of commitment as regards the role 

of journalists/editors in the effort and practice of interactive journalism in the online 

environment. 
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The interviews were conducted with editorial staff and personnel responsible fo r the website of 

the newspapers. The researcher selects key informants based on their experiences. The main 

purpose was to get detailed data from key informants of the media practitioners. The interviews 

were conducted after the content analysis was completed. 

The researcher used purposive sampling to select key informants. Purposive sampling is a non

probability sampling, which includes respondents, subjects, or elements selected for specific 

characteristics or qualities (Wimmer and Dominick, 20 II). 

In this case, seven informants were interviewed from August 31 to September 4, 201 5. 

Accordingly individuals who had experiences in onli ne journalism were selected. The working 

experience of these informants ranges from 2 to 15 years in the media industry. Respondents 

from Addis Zemen, Ethiopian Herald, Addis Admass, Reporter (Amharic) and the Reporter 

(English) newspapers were interviewed in Amharic. The results were later translated in to 

English. On the other hand, respondents from Addis Fortune and Capital newspapers were 

interviewed in English based on their interest. 

3.5. Analytical Procedure 

As mentioned earlier above the study employed tri angulation methods i.e. quantitative and 

qualitative methodologies of research. In other words, quantitative content analysis and 

qualitative semi-structured interviews were used to gather the data. Data gathered tlu·ough 

quantitative. content analysis were presented using descriptive statistics and explanations. And, 

the responses from the interviews were qualitatively analyzed in line with the data accumulated 

in the content analysis. Finally, summary, conclusions and recommendations were presented. 
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Chapter Four 

4. Data Presentation, Analysis and Discussion 

4.1. Introdnction 

As indicated in the previous chapters, the main objective of this study is to explore online 

interactive features in online editions of Ethiopian newspapers. 

The significant objectives of the study also include the following three points. The first one is to 

find out types of online interactive features that are available in online editions of Ethiopian 

newspapers. And the second one is to identifY the extent of use of online interactive features in 

online editions of Ethiopian newspapers. The third one is to find out the knowledge of the 

newspapers' editors/journalists towards providing interactive features in their newspapers' 

websites. 

Therefore, this chapter is devoted to the data presentation, analysis and discussion of the data 

obtained using quantitative content analysis and semi structured interviews. Accordingly the data 

is analyzed based on Heeter 's (1989) six dimensions of interactivity (theoretical framework) as 

indicated in chapter two. In this case, the study attempts to address the following issues in this 

chapter. Firstly, on the basis of content analysis' of seven online editions of Ethiopian 

newspapers, the study try to uncover what types of interactive features as well as the extent to 

which the sites incorporated interactive features. Secondly, using semi-structured interviews the 

study tries to uncover the knowledge of the newspapers ' editors/journalists towards providing 

interactive features in their newspapers ' websites. Findings from quantitative content analysis 

and semi structured interviews were presented and discussed respectively in this chapter per the 

objectives of the study. 
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4.2. Quantitative Contcnt Analysis 

The content analysis is examined based on the Heeter's six dimensions of interactivity. The 

study explores the presence or absence of 46 interactive features available in the selected seven 

online editions of Ethiopian newspapers. The first dimension is complexity of choice available 

which includes 20 interactive features. The second dimension is efforts users must exert which 

includes nine interactive features . The third dimension is responsiveness to the user which 

includes six interactive features. The fourth dimension is facilitation of interpersonal 

communication which includes four interactive features. The fifth dimension is ease of adding 

information which includes four interactive features. Finally, the sixth dimension is monitor 

system use which includes three interactive features . The interactive features evaluated based on 

a rating given to the features . For instance, each feature received a rating from 1 to 3 based on 

their value in interactivity. A rating of 1 indicates a low level of interactive functionality. A 

rating of 2 indicates a moderate level, whilst a rating of 3 shows a high level of interactive 

functionality. The results of the six dimensions are presented as follows respectively. 

4.2.1. Complexity of Choice Available 

Complexity of choice available dimension of interactivity is defined as the range of content 

topics online newspapers make available to readers. An online newspaper's interaetivity depends 

on the diversity of material it contains. Users are empowered with many choices so that they can 

customize content in accordance to their needs and interests . 

The entire contents of the newspapers are examined to find out the identified interactive features. 

As mentioned above, this dimension includes 20 interactive features. The sums of the total 

ratings under this dimension include 40 points based on the rating system indicated above. In this 

case, Reporter (Amharic) newspaper scored 31 points, Addis Fortune scored 25 points, the 

Reporter (English) and Capital newspapers scored 22 points each, Addis Admass scored 19 

points, Addis Zemen and Ethiopian Herald scored 15 points each. The results of the scored 

points of the newspapers are presented in the following table below. 
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No. 

I 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Table 4.1: Complexity of choice available result 

Interactive Rating Addis Ethiopiall Reporter Tile A ddis Alltlis 
Features Zemell Herald ReDorter AdmQss Fortlille O wita/ 
Classification of 

. 
thematic categories I I I I I I I I 
Classification of 
thematic subcategories 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Main news menu I I I I I I I I 
Latest news section 2 2 2 2 

Picks of the day I 

Picks of the week 2 2 

Special reports on 
important issues 3 3 3 
Archives 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Links to other relevant 
articles 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Links to sources outside 
Web site 2 
Internal search engine 

I I I I I I I 
External search engine 

2 
Time of updating 

I I I I I I I I 
Inclusion of multimedia 
features: Photos I I I I I I I I 
Inclusion of multimedia 
features: Sound 2 
Inclusion of mu ltimedia 
features: Video 3 3 
Facebook and Twitter or 
Google Dlus DageS 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Choice of languages 

3 3 3 
Interaction guides 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Special services 
providing specialized 
and extensive news 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
coverage 

Total 40 15 15 31 22 19 25 22 

The above table shows that regarding complexity of choice available dimension of interactivity 

all the websites under investigation incorporated classification of thematic categori es and 
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subcategories which is conceptualized as the presence of variety in news (hard, soft, national, 

international, business, sports, entertainment and culture etc.). And, in terms of main news 

menu, a menu that provides main news was also incorporated by all the websites. In terms of 

providing latest news section also Reporter (Amharic), The Reporter (English) and Capital 

newspapers were the only newspapers that incorporated latest news section in their websites. 

None of the websites under investigation provide picks of the day, a selection of highlights of the 

day. But, Addis Fortune newspaper provides picks of the week: a selection of highlights of the 

week under the title Editors pick in its website. And, all the websites provide archives which 

store previous date's articles in their websites. Reporter (Amharic) The Reporter (English), 

Addis Admass, Addis Fortune and Capital newspapers provide links to other relevant articles 

that provide readers to read on more related news stories and articles. But, Addis Zemen and 

Ethiopian Herald newspapers did not provide links to other relevant articles in their websites. On 

the other hand, no new site provides links to sources outside the web site. 

Except Addis Admass newspaper all the newspapers have internal search engine that allows 

readers to find content they want inside the site. But, none of the sites provide external search 

engine that allows readers to search content they want outside the site. All the websites provide 

the time an article or news posted or updated online. On the other hand, in terms of including 

multimedia features like photos, sound and video the newspapers are far behind. All the websites 

provide photos. But, none of the websites under investigation provide sound and video in their 

websites. Reporter Amharic newspaper is the only newspaper that provides video through its 

reporter Web TV for its readers. 

In terms of utilizing social networking sites like Facebook and Twitter pages, except Addis 

Zemen and Ethiopian Herald all the websites uses Facebook and Twitter pages as an additional 

medinm. Addis Zemen and Ethiopian Herald newspapers have symbols of Facebook and Twitter 

pages in their websites, but the pages did not work during the study. For instance, Addis Zemen 

newspaper has Twitter account which was established in October 2008, but the newspaper still 

did not tweet any single news story or article since its inception. 

But, the other newspapers have Facebook, Twitter pages and Google plus accowltS. The 

following pictures below show Capital newspaper's Facebook page, Addis Admass' s Twitter 
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page and Fortune newspaper's Google plus account. The newspapers post contents in these 

social media platforms. They have many followers who look for latest news. 

On the other hand, in terms of incorporating choices of language, a choice that lets readers to 

switch into different language in the site, Reporter newspaper was better than the other websites. 

It has both Amharic and English language choices. One can switch easily from the Amharic 

version to the English version vice versa. Except the Reporter English newspaper the rest of the 

other newspapers provide interaction guides that give information on how readers contact the 

site. Finally, all the websites have special services providing specialized extensive news 

coverage in their websites. 

4.2.2. Effort Users Must Exert 

Effort users must exert dimension of interactivity is associated with how user friendly a site is in 

terms of design, so that users can find information and exercise control over content with the 

least possible effort. It refers to those features or mechanisms which allow a user to navigate 

through a site and choose content as well as the sequence and timing of communication. The 

results of the newspapers regarding this dimension are presented in the following table below. 
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Table 4.2: Effort users must exert resu lt 

No. Interactive Rating Addis Ethiopiall Reporter The Addis Addis 
Features Zemell HeraM Renorter Admass Fortlille CaIJital 
Custornization 

1 possibi lities of 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
a Web site via 
email 

2 Advanced 2 
search too Is 
Direct printing 

3 ontion I I I I I I 
Pdfformat 

4 download 2 2 2 2 2 2 
option 
Headline and 

5 lead drop down 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
menu within 

. each category 

6 Breaking news 3 3 
service 

7 Mobile SMS 2 
services 

8 Internal RSS 2 2 2 2 
feeds 

9 External RSS 3 
feeds 

Total 20 6 6 7 13 5 9 10 

The above table shows that except Addis Admass newspaper all the webs ites under investigation 

provides customization possibilities of a web site via e-mail that allows readers to get 

information through their e-mails. And, none of the websites incorporate advanced search tools 

available in the site. Except Reporter (Amharic) and Addis Fortune newspapers all the websites 

provide direct printing option, a link that allows readers to print news or articles. And, except 

Addis Zemen and Ethiopian Herald newspapers all the other websites provide Pdf format option 

that allows readers to download the newspapers for free . 

On the other hand, all the websites provide headline and lead drop-down menu within each 

category in their websites. And, the Reporter (English), Addis Fortune and Capital were the only 

newspapers which provide internal RSS feeds that allows readers to stay up to date with the 

latest news and documents published on a website by subscribing to the RSS feed. But none of 

the websites have an external RSS feeds which other international newspapers use these days. 

Finally, the Reporter English newspaper was the only newspapers that provide breaking news 
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servIce. However, none of the websites provide mobile SMS services that help them receive 

messages from readers. 

Generally, the total sums of the rating in the effort readers must exert dimension of interactivity 

were 20 points. And, from this the Reporter (English) newspaper scored 13 points, Capital 

scored 10 points, Addis Fortune scored 9 points, Reporter (Amharic) scored 7 points, Addis 

Zemen scored 6 points, Ethiopian Herald scored 6 points and Addis Admass scored 5 points out 

of 20 points. 

From the above result we can understand that the newspapers are incorporating interactive 

features in the efforts users must exert dimension of interactivity. But there were remaining 

interactive features which were not incorporated by the newspapers. These are just like advanced 

search tools, mobile SMS service and external RSS feed. When these interactive features are 

incorporated by the newspapers, they increase the user friendliness of the newspapers and 

readers also can get contents with at least possible efforts. 

4.2.3. Responsiveness to the User 

This dimension of interactivity can be defined as 'potential for responsiveness. It refers to those 

features which allow the user to interact with the journalists of a given website. Users can 

contact reporters/editor to express public concerns, pose questions, requests and opinions arid 

expect feedback. The results of the responsi veness to the user dimension of the seven online 

editions of Ethiopian newspapers are presented in the table below. 
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Table 4.3: Responsiveness to the user result 

Interactive Addis Ethiopia/l The Addis Addis 
No. Features Rating Zemell Herald Reporter Reporter Adm(lss Fortlille Capital 

Direct e- mail 
1 link to the 3 3 3 

article's author 
E- mail contacts 

2 to the I l z I 
editor/ journalists 

3 Publish letters of 
readers 1 I I 1 I 
Provide answers 

4 from journalists 3 
about their 
articles 
Provide answers 

5 to readers' 3 
questions on any 
topic 
Service 

6 featuring the 1 I I I I I I 
most read stories 

Total 12 2 I 5 6 0 3 I 

The above table shows that the Reporter (Amharic) and the Reporter (English) newspapers were 

the only newspapers which provide direct e- mail link to the article 's author. This helps readers 

to send comments and suggestions to the article 's author. It also helps journalists and 

contributors of articles to maintain relationship with readers . But this can be applied if the writers 

respond to readers ' comments. On the other part, the Reporter (English) and Addis Fortune were 

also the only newspapers that provide E-mail contacts to the editor/journalists. 

And, Addis Zemen, Reporter, the Reporter and Addis Fortune newspapers publish letters of 

readers in their letter to the editor sections. In this dimension none of the websites Provide 

answers from journalists about their articles and answers to readers' questions on any topic. And, 

except Addis Admass newspaper all the websites provide service featuring the most read stories. 

Generally the total sum of the rating in this dimension was 12 points. And, from this, The 

Reporter (English) scored 6 points, Reporter (Amharic) scored 5 points, Addis Fortune scored 3 

points, Addis Zemen scored 2 points, Ethiopian Herald and Capital newspapers scored I point 

each. Finally, Addis Admass newspaper scored none in this dimension. 
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4.2.4. Facilitation of Interpersonal Communication 

Facilitation of interpersonal communication dimension of interactivity refers to a web newspaper's 

potential to offer itself as a digital conduit through which a reader can carry on a synchronous, 

one-to-one interaction with another reader; it has to do with those features which allow users to 

communicate with each other and exchange arguments, points of view and material. The results 

of the content analysis in this dimension are presented in the table below. 

Table 4.4: Facilitation of interpersonal communication result 

No. Interactive Rating Addis Ethiopiall Tile Addis Addis 
Features Zemell Herald Reporter Reporter At/mass Fortllne Capital 

1 Discussion room 3 3 3 3 3 

2 Polls and surveys 3 3 

3 News blogs 3 

4 Classification of 3 
news blogs 

Total 12 0 0 3 3 0 3 6 

When we take a look at the facilitation of interpersonal communication dimension of 

interactivity, the above table shows from the selected sample newspapers in the study, Reporter 

(Amharic) , The Reporter (English), Addis Fotiune and Capital newspapers provided discussion 

room in their online editions. Discussion room IS a comment section that allows readers to 

communicate with journalists and other readers. Discussion room also allows readers to 

comment and add their own views below a written article or a news story, this can make readers 

active participants rather than passive recipients of contents. 

On the other hand, Capital newspaper was the only newspaper that incorporated polls and 

surveys that allow users to vote on celiain issues. But, the rest of the other websites did not 

provide polls and surveys in their websites. Let' s see two polls which were taken from the online 

edition of Capital newspaper as an example below. 
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POLL 1: Do you think the telecom sector should be open for foreign firms? 

(150 votes) Yes 49.3% (74) No 44.7% (67) can 't say 6% (9) 

POLL 2: Do you think the banking sector should be open for foreign firms? 

(129 votes) Yes 30.2% (39) No 69% (89) can't say 0.8% (1) 

On the other hand, none of the websites under investigation incorporate news blogs and 

classification of news blogs: a blog which is provided by the site for readers to read and post 

messages in order to communicate each other. Generally, in thi s dimension the total sums of the 

rating were 12 points. And, from this Capital newspaper scored 6 points, Reporter (Amharic), 

The Reporter (English) and Addis Fortune newspapers scored 3 points each. But, Addis Admass 

newspaper scored none. The newspaper shows no concern to provide any facilitation of 

interpersonal communication to users in its website. 

4.2.5. Ease of Adding Information 

Ease of adding information dimension of interactivity refers to the ability given to a user to 

contribute to content by adding information on a given web site. It permits readers to express 

themselves on an asynchronous basis and connotes the interchange of roles between producers 

and consumers of news. This dimensiun is more or less related to participatory journalism that 

treats readers as active participants rather than passive recipients of media contents. Ease of 

adding information results of the newspapers are presented in the fo llowing table below. 

Table 4.5: Ease of adding information result 
Interactive Rating Addis Ethiopiall Reporter The Addis Addis 

No Features Zemell Herald Reporter AdlllllSS Forllme 
Hyperlinks that add 

I infonnation to the site 3 
Mechanisms that allow 
users to make contributions 

2 to stories 3 
Option of directly e--

3 mailing an article 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Publication of opinion 
articles or stories written 

4 by readers 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Total 12 6 3 6 6 6 3 
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The above table demonstrates that all the web sites under investigation did not incorporate 

hyperlinks that add information to the site. This is allowing the readers to post messages and 

articles. And, mechanisms that allow users to make contributions to stories were not also 

incorporated by the websites. The newspapers had no mechanism on how they let readers to give 

them information and write news. 

On the other hand, except Addis fortune newspaper all the websites provide an option of directly 

e- mailing an article that allows readers to emai l articles to a fr iend. And, except Ethiopian 

Herald newspaper all the other newspapers allow publication of opinion articles or stories written 

and contributed by readers. Generally, in this dimension the total sum of the rating was 12 

points. And from this, Addis Zemen, Reporter (Amharic), The Reporter (English), Addis 

Admass and Capital newspapers scored 6 points each. And, Ethiopian Herald and Addis Fortune 

newspapers scored 3 points each. 

As it was mentioned earlier, regarding .the ease of adding info rmation dimension of interactivity, 

the newspapers did not offer hyperlinks that add info rmation to the site and mechanisms that 

allow users to make contributions to stories. They suggest that taking in to consideration of the 

infancy stage of Ethiopian online journalism development, incorporating these interactive 

features are difficull in the websites. 

However, all the newspapers were optimistic about allowing publication of opinion al1icles or 

stories written by readers regularly in their newspapers. Addis Zemen had an opinion page 

entitled Netsa asteyayet for its readers. Addis Admass had also a page that publishes readers 

contributed articles entitled Hibreteseb. 

Reporter Amharic newspaper had TemlVaget, Elle yemelelV, Iinager and yidres lereporter pages 

that allow readers to contribute ruticles and opinions. All interviewees from the newspapers 

revealed that publishing readers contributed articles are importru1t to reader's interactivity with 

the sites. And, empowering users to be part of the newspapers maintain the relationship between 

media workers and readers. 

The newspapers through their above mentioned pages are willing to receive contri buted stories 

from readers. Some of the newspapers had dedicated pages fo r reader contribution. They believe 
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that it is important to engage readers instead of doing it alone. Empowering users to contribute 

stories leads journalism in to participatory atmosphere . 

4.2.6. Monitor System Use 

monitor system use dimension of interactivity refers to those monitoring devices which permit a 

site operator to track visitors, which part of a given site they have visited and for how long in 

order to document surfing habits of a variety users over time. Monitor system use results of the 

newspapers are presented in the following table below. 

Table 4.6: Monitor system use result 

No. Interactive Rating Addis Etlziopitlll Reporte, Th e Addis Addis 
Features Zemell Herald Reoorte, Admflss Fortllne Caoi/al 

I 
I Cookies 

Visitors I I I I I I 
2 counter 

Request 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 re.istration 

Total 4 3 3 3 3 0 2 3 

The above table shows that in terms of monitor system use none of the web sites under 

investigation incorporate cookies that allow websites to store things like user preferences. Except 

Addis admass newspaper all the newspapers incorporated visitor's counter, a cowlter that 

displays the numbers of visitors who visit a website. And, except Addis admass newspaper all 

the newspapers provide request registration of users in their sites. Generally, Addis Zemen, 

Ethiopian Herald, Reporter (Amharic), the Reporter (English) and Capital newspapers scored 3 

points. Addis Fortune newspaper scored 2 points and Addis admass newspaper scored none out 

of 4 points. 

As mentioned above, the online editions of the newspapers did not incorporate cookies that allow 

websites to store things like user preferences. Many newspapers around the world have cookies 

in their websites that helps them to know what interests readers. The newspapers showed a desire 

to provide cookies in the future . And, in terms of monitoring users the newspapers have a 

mechanism on how they track their daily visitors through their visitor counter. 
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Regarding the monitor system use dimension of interactivity the newspapers are working an 

encouraging work. It helps them to track more users in the future. Generally, the researcher tried 

to present the result of the newspapers in terms of the six dimensions of interactiv ity. The total 

scored points by the web sites are presented in the fo llowing table below. 

Table 4.7: Total result of the websites in terms of the six dimensions of interactivity 

Dimension of Rating Addis Ethiopiall Tile Addis Addis 
No. Interactivity per Zemell Heraltl Rep orter Reporter At/mass Fo rtune Capital 

dimension 
40 15 15 31 22 19 25 22 

I Complexity of 
choice avai lable 

20 6 6 7 13 5 9 10 
2 Effort users 

must exert 
12 2 I 5 6 0 3 I 

3 Responsiveness 
to the user 

12 0 0 3 3 0 3 6 
4 Facilitation of 

interpersonal 
communication 

12 6 3 6 6 6 3 6 
5 Ease of adding 

information 
4 3 3 3 3 0 2 3 

6 Monitor system 
use 

Total 100 32 28 55 53 30 45 48 

The above table shows the result of the newspapers scored points in terms incorporating online 

interactive features out of 100 points in terms of the six dimensions of interactivity. In thi s case, 

Reporter Amharic newspaper scored the highest point which is 55 points and the Reporter 

English newspaper scored 53 points, Capital scored 48 points, Addis Fortune scored 45 points, 

Adds Zemen scored 32 points, Addis Admass scored 30 points and Ethiopian Herald scored 28 

points. 

The total scored points by the online editions of the newspapers and the percentage of the 

interactivity achieved per dimension are presented in the following two graphs below. 
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The above figure shows that the online editions of Ethiopian newspapers total scored points in 

terms of incorporating the 46 interactive features which were mentioned earl ier. Based on thi s. 

online editions of Reporter.(Amharic) and Reporter (English) newspapers show the highest level 

in terms of providing interactive features in their webs ites. Addis Fortune and Capi tal Fnglish 

newspapers are almost in the same spot except difference in one interactive feature (Polls & 

Surveys) which is incorporated by Capital newspaper but not by Addis Fottune newspaper. On 

the other hand, online editions of Addis Zemen (Amharic), Ethiopian Herald (English) and Addis 

Admass (Amharic) newspapers scored the leasi in terms of incorporating the interactive features . 

The result of the interactivity achieved per dimension of Heeter's six dimensions of interactivi ty 

are also presented in the following figure 4.2 below. The dimensions are complexity of choice 

available, eff0l1 users must exe11 responsiveness to the user, facilitation of interpersonal 

communication. ease of adding information and monitor system use respectively. The 

dimensions are incorporated to the lowest level. 
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Generally, online editions of Ethiopian newspapers attempted to incorporate online interactive 

features in their websites. The attempt is encouraging but it is not to the expected level of 

interactivity that the online environment offers. 

4.3. Qualitative Semi- Structured Interviews 

In this study, in addition to the content analys is result presented above, semi-structured 

interviews were conducted with editors responsible to the online editions of seven Ethiopian 

newspapers. The purpose of the interview is to find out the experiences of the newspapers ' 

editors/journalists towards providing online interactive features in their newspapers ' websites. As 

indicated in chapter three of this study, the researcher used purposive sampling to select key 

informants. In this case, seven informants were interviewed from August 31 to September 4, 

2015. Accordingly individuals who had experiences in online journalism were selected. The 

working experience of these informants ranges from 2 to 15 years in the media industry. 

The semi-structured interviews were conducted based on the Heeter' s (1989) six dimensions of 

interactivity. The first dimension of interactivity is complexity of choice available. The first issue 
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that is related to this dimension was addressed to the informants. The issue was about what were 

the reasons that let the newspapers to run online editions in line with their print counterparts. 

All the interviewees from the selected seven newspapers responded that the technological 

advancement, the rapidly growing online journalism and the issue of interactivity were the major 

consideration in running their online editions. Editor-in-chief of Addis Zemen discussed the 

reasons that forced them to run online editions for their print newspapers (Addis Zemen and 

Ethiopian Herald) as follows: 

Many newspapers around the world are shifting from the print edition to 
online edition. Printing ten thousand copies of newspapers are not enough 
to a country with over ninety million populations. And, our capacity is 
limited and cannot afford the rapidly growing printing cost. The only 
option that we have is to go online and reach millions of people. Because, 
online edition newspaper helps to empower readers by giving more 
contents. This was the reason that led us to run Addis Zemen and 
Ethiopian Herald newspapers' web sites three years ago. But, we are facing 
shortage of skilled manpower in the area of online. In this case, we are 
required to give attention to our online edition newspapers, because it 
increases our accessibility in the whole country. In addition to this, we are 
also working with INSA to develop the sites. (Personal interview August 
31 , 2015, see the Amharic version of this story in the appendix E, number 
1 ). 

On the other hand a senior editor from Reporter newspaper also reflected his idea about the 
reasons that push them to run online editions of their newspapers (Reporter (Amharic) and 

Reporter (English) as follows : 

In Ethiopia circulation of newspapers are limited to some part of the 
country. Depending on the hard copy only is not reliable to newspapers. 
Maintaining online edition for newspapers also helps them to be easily 
accessible. Some newspapers may have a fear of running online for 
economic purposes. Newspaper owners think that giving away content for 
free is a threat to their hard copy newspaper. This is because they don't 
have knowledge on how to generate profit from their online edition. 
Because of this most newspapers want to sell their hard copy newspapers 
first and they post the contents in their online edition right after. But, if 
newspapers work hard and give more attention to the online edition, it can 
generate them profit and increase their readability and popularity. 
(Personal interview September 03, 2015, see the Amharic version of this 
story in the appendix E, number 2). 
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Generally, all the newspapers have a good understanding of the importance of running online 

editions for their print counterparts. Their prime interests are to grow their accessibility and 

readability across the country and internationally. In this case, the newspapers are plalUling to 

offer readers more choices that the teclmology allows them to incorporate in their websites. And, 

they have the desire to keep the track of the international trend. But, internet connection failures , 

shortage of skilled professionals and budget constraint are the factors that threatening them from 

developing their online editions. 

The second dimension of interactivity was effort of users must exert dimension. It is generally 

related with user-friendliness of a website and the way the site helps to access contents without 

difficulty. The researcher asked whether the online editions of the newspapers are user-friendly 

or not. Some of the interviewees from the newspapers expressed that their online editions of the 

newspapers carmot be said user friendly to the fullest extent. 

A software designer and developer in the Ethiopian Press Agency suggested on the user 

friendliness of their websites as follows : 

We cannot say that our websites are user- friendly. Our readers in some 
places of the country previously informed us that they encounter a problem 
opening the online edition of Addis Zemen newspaper. Contents of the 
newspaper were not displayed. We found out that the problem was 
Amharic alphabet which calmot be opened. We then incorporated another 
Amharic alphabet and solved the problem. We are now planning to 
upgrade the websites in order to make them more attractive and user
friendly like international newspapers by adding more interactive features . 
(Personal interview September 02, 2015, see the Amharic version of this 
interview in the appendix E, number 3). 

On the other hand IT department head of Reporter newspapers al so discussed the user 
friendliness of their websites as fo llows: 

We can say that our Reporter (Amharic) Reporter (English) newspapers 
are user friendly but not interactive. Many people around the country can 
access the sites easily if they have internet cOlmections. In addition to this, 
we have large number of visitors who visit the newspapers from local and 
abroad. Even several Ethiopian media institutions refer contents from our 
websites. (Personal interview September 04, 2015, see the Amharic 
version of this story in the appendix E, number 4). 
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If online editions of newspaper employ some interactive features that can make their newspapers 

user-friendly and if readers can access contents with at least possible effort, there is no doubt that 

the number of the newspapers' readers will increase through time. And, the relationship between 

the newspapers and their readers is going to be at the highest level. 

The third dimension of interactivity is responsiveness to the user. The study addressed a question 

to the informants whether the online editions of the newspapers respond to readers' questions or 

suggestions. Some interviewees agreed that they give response to readers ' questions and 

suggestions through phones or emails. And, other interviewees of the newspapers reveled that 

they do not respond to readers' comments and questions. Some of them claim that this is because 

shortages of manpower and budget constraints. These are the factors that hinder them from 

responding to readers. Interviewees from the newspapers reflected that responsiveness to the user 

is not given due attention in their newspapers due to shortage of online staff who can handle the 

job of responding to users questions. But some of the newspapers try to respond through emails. 

An assignment editor of Capital newspaper reflected his idea on responding to readers as 

follows: 

When readers send comments or ask questions we receive them through 
our emails and we respond by their emails. Readers can comment on 
stories. And, the comments will · go directly to the concerned reporters 
and editors. Readers can write their suggestions and comments online; if 
we find the information they gave us viable, we posted it in the online 
edition of our newspaper (Personal interview September 02, 20 15, see 
the Amharic version of this story in the appendix E, number 5). 

On the other hand, an editor of Addis Admass suggested that their website do not respond to 

users at all. 

In our online edition of Addis Admass newspaper, we have no 
mechanisms that allow our journalists to respond to readers ' questions. 
Our website is basically a news provider newspaper to the public. In this 
case, we do not entertain users' interactions with journalists in any case. 
But, we have a Facebook page which provides users the opportunity to 
give comments and suggestions. But, we do not respond to the comments 
that are given to us in our online edition at all. (Personal interview 
September 04, 2015 , see the Amharic version of this story in the 
appendix E, number 6). 
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Giving response to readers can make readers more concerned and engaged in the newspapers. 

And this can lift up the newspapers' reputation. But some journalists in our country are reluctant 

in giving response to readers because they believe that it consumes their time by leaving behind 

the importance of readers in their newspapers. 

On the other hand, regarding the facilitation of interpersonal conm1Unication dimension of 

interactivity the study also addressed important points. Interviewees from the newspapers 

reflected on the interactive features of the dimension. As mentioned in the content analysis part 

earlier, Capital newspaper was the only newspaper that offers Polls and surveys. Assignment 

editor of Capital newspaper suggests that using polls and surveys helps to increase the 

engagement and concern of readers by asking them yes or no questions. It is also helps to gather 

information about some issues which are concerned to our country's issue. 

In terms of offering news blogs, the newspapers claim that they do not allow this in any ways 

these days. This is because in our country 's context online journalism is at its infancy stage and 

incorporating news blogs are difficult and impractical. 

As it has been mentioned earlier, in terms of incorporating di scussion rooms or comment 

sections, interviewees from Addis Zemen, Ethiopian Herald and Addis Admass newspapers do 

not allow readers to COllm1ent in their respective newspapers. They claim that offering the 

discussion room or comment section to readers is not proper because, readers abuse comments 

sections and use it unwisely. 

Deputy-editor-in-chief of Addis Admass newspaper revealed the position of their newspaper 

towards providing discussion room or comment section to readers. 

Providing discussion ro0111 or comment section to readers is none of our 
concern. Addis Admass newspaper is news provider. Based on this the 
online edition of the newspaper is designed to provide news to readers. It 
is not designed to let readers to give comments and suggestions. We only 
need to serve the society by giving more news articles. We do not worry 
about whether readers give comments or not. (Personal interview 
September 04, 2015, see the Amharic version of this story in the appendix 
E, number 7). 
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On the other hand, editor-in-chief of Addis Zemen newspaper also suggested on the Issue as 

follows: 

We had a comment section in the online editions of our newspapers in the 
past. But, due to readers offensive comments we deliberately suspended it. 
Some readers were abusing the comment section. They used it to spread 
hatred, defamation through the discussion room. This is not appropriate. It 
decreases the quality of the newspapers. But now we are receiving readers ' 
comments through emails and phone and we respond to readers in their 
emails in return. (Personal interview September 02, 2015, see the Amharic 
version ofthis story in the appendix E, number 8). 

On the other hand, Reporter (Amharic), the RepOiler (English), Addis Fortune and Capital 

newspapers offer discussion room or conU11ent section in their online editions. The newspapers 

value the comment section because they get essential comments and suggestions from their 

readers. A senior editor from Reporter newspaper suggested that facilitation of interpersonal 

communication through comment section important for newspapers. His idea is presented as 

follows: 

We were providing comment section in online editions of our newspapers 
previously. However, readers were abusing it with offensive words . And, 
we were forced to suspend it. But, suspending the comment section was 
not a good solution. We started displaying the comment section and allow 
readers to C0l1U11ent. Now we have a mechanism on how to moderate 
comments and filter out offensive comments. The comment section is open 
for everyone who wishes to give comments and suggestions. We value 
readers' constructive comment, if they use it properly. But, we do not 
tolerate people who anonymously try to harass and insult the newspaper 
and readers through comments. We automatically remove their comments. 
(Personal interview September 03 , 2015, see the Amharic version of this 
story in the appendix E, number 9). 

The following picture was taken from Reporter Amharic newspaper online edition's comment 

section. It shows displayed comments written by, readers in both Amharic and English languages. 
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Figure 4.9: Reporter Amharic newspaper's discussion room (comment section). 
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If the online editions of the newspapers are interested in providing a comment section to readers 

in their online editions, users' engagement will occur. But, this can be successful if the 

newspapers moderate the comments and suggestion that are given by readers. 

The other dimension of interactivity was monitor system use. The interviewees were asked about 

the importance of incorporating interactive features that help monitor readers. Deputy editor- in 

chief of the digital platform of Addis Fortune newspaper suggested that monitoring users is 

essential to newspapers. 

We have various mechanisms that help monitor users in our onl ine edition 

newspaper. We monitor the number of people who visit the site regularly 

and the nature and duration of their engagement. We can easily know the 

shares, visits that we get. Monitoring users is advantageous in a sense that 

we know what kinds of materials are interesting to readers. So. we can 

generate more important materials in the future. (Personal interview 

September 03, 2015, see the Amharic version of this story in the appendix 

E, number 10). 

Finally, the discussion that held between the researcher and the key informants of the 

newspapers were a turning point in letting grow interactivity and online journalism in to the next 



level. The editors of the newspapers showed interest in developing and changing the current 

status of their online editions of their print editions. 

Generally, the quantitative content analysis and qualitative semi-structured interv iews 

discussions that took place above are related and connected to each other. The prime objective is 

(0 fi nd out the status of the online editions of Ethiopian newspapers in terms of using online 

interactive features that the current potential of internet allow. 

Carrie Heeter's six dimensions of interactivity were relatively easy to adapt them to online 

newspapers. One of the strengths of Heeter's theoretical definition is that it considers 

interactivity from both sides of a two (or more) directional flow of information. Four of the 

dimensions clearly emphasize the role of the user. Interactivity empowers the user and thi s 

empowerment is what makes interactive new media so different from traditional mass media. 

Another dimension, "facil itation of interpersonal communication," treats both parties equally. 

The sixth dimension, "monitor system use," empowers the sender of messages from online 

newspapers (Kenny et ai, 2008). 

As mentioned earli er, in terms of the six dimensions, online editions of the selected Ethiopian 

newspapers are not interactive to the expected level of inter activity. But, some of the newspapers 

had a good stmi and attempt in providing interactive features. For instance Reporter (Amharic) 

and the Reporter (English) newspapers were far better than the rest newspapers in this study in 

terms of incorporating interactive featu res in their online editions. But it is not to the fullest 

extent. In addition to this, Addis fortune and Capital newspapers were also better newspaper next 

to the Reporter Amharic and English editions. However, Addis Zemen Ethiopian Herald and 

Addis Admass newspapers are far behind in terms of incorporating interacti ve featu res in their 

online editions compared to the above mentioned newspapers. 

The study conducted an interview with the responsible editors of the newspapers and came up 

with detailed discuss ions about interactivity and online journalism. The editors agreed on the 

adoption of interactive features and the importance of the features. But, the newspapers' editors 

have mentioned that they encounter many challenges that hinder them to incorporate interactive 

features and develop their online editions over all. These challenges are budget constraints, 

internet connection fa ilures and shOliage of skilled man power in the area of online journalism. 
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Despite these challenges the newspapers are trying to plan new projects in order to modernize 

and keep the track of international newspapers practice in to their online ed itions in the future . 

For instance, some of the newspapers are planning projects to include video and audio in to their 

online editions for the future . 

It is clear that online editions of Ethiopian newspapers are characterized by low levels of 

interactivity based on the examination of the theoretical framework presented previously. The 

newspapers are built upon a common pattern regarding both design and content and they are 

greatly influenced by print versions. The absences of integrated news packages and the sporadic 

presence of interactive elements is serious deficit. Though there are some interactive features in 

the online editions of the newspapers, they are not effectively utilized by editors and journalists. 

Quinn and Filak (2005) states that combination of sound, image, text, and interactivity

hereafter referred to as multimedia journalism gives media practitioners a new way to tell stories, 

using the strengths of each medium to produce a more compell ing package. From the outset, a 

multimedia journalist must appreciate the potential and power of each medium and capitalize on 

those strengths. In doing so the multimedia reporter produces journalism that is well beyond 

what a single medium can do. The multimedia reporter needs to know how to use a variety of 

digital tools, but the essential requirement is a multimedia mind-set. Loosely articulated, this 

mind-set requires the ability to conceive of stories that go beyond a single medium when it is 

appropriate to use more than one medium. Sometimes one medium is sufficient to provide what 

audiences need. Implicit in this statement is an understanding of audiences (note the plural form) 

and an acceptance that the fundamental role of journalism remains constant, which is to inform, 

educate, and entertain. 
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Chapter Five 

5. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1. Summary 

The main objective of this study is to explore interactive features in online editions of Ethiopian 

newspapers. There were three subordinate aims in the study. The first one was finding out types 

of online interactive features that are avai lable in online editions of Ethiopian newspapers . The 

second one was identifying the extent of Ethiopian online newspapers in using online interactive 

features and the third one was finding out the perceptions of online newspaper ed itors/journalists 

towards providing interactive features in their newspapers ' websites. 

This study employed both quantitative content analysis and qualitative semi-structured 

interviews in order to collect the data. And, in order to construct measurable categories of 

analysis for this study, the concept of interactivity was broken down in to measurable 

dimensions . It was based on the adoption of Heeter's (1989) specific and measurable dimensions 

of interactivity as well as the operationalization of the same categories by Spyridou and Veglis 

(2008). As mentioned in the previous chapter, Heeter' s six dimensions of interactivity include: 

complexity of choice available, efforts users must exel1, responsiveness to the user, facilitation of 

interpersonal conllTIlmication, ease of adding information and monitor system use. 

Based on this, quantitative content analysis of seven online editions of Ethiopian newspapers 

published in Amharic and Engl ish languages were carried out to determine the level of 

interactive features of the websites. The newspapers were Addis Zemen, Reporter and Addis 

Admass Amharic newspapers as well as Ethiopian Herald, the Reporter, Addis Fortune and 

Capital English newspapers. The content analyses of the newspapers were coded by two MA 

holders for about one month from July 3, 2015 to August 04, 2015 . And, the data was analyzed 

based on the six dimensions of interactivity mentioned under chapter two. In addition to this, 

qualitative semi-structured interviews were conducted with the responsible personnel of the 

newspapers. The interview was conducted with seven editors from August 31 to September 4, 

20 15. Accordingly ind ividuals who had experiences in online journalism were selected. The 

working experience of these informants ranges from 2 to 15 years in the media industry. 
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5.2. Conclusions 

Journalism practice is making a paradigm shift from the traditional media to the online media 

approach. Quilm and Filak (2005) states that in every era, the media industry adapts to cope with 

changes in society as part of its role of reflecting that soc iety and newspapers have changed their 

writing styles, photography has been integrated, graphics have been added, and design has 

become an element of storytelling. Online journali sm in its nature is different from the traditional 

media. It has various advantages in helping newspapers to raise their accessibi li ty. And, it let 

users engage with the media institutions. In the online media world the issue of interactivity is a 

subject for discussion and it is taken as the most buzzword concept due to its diverse topic. 

According to Holmes (2007) the term ' interactivity' has been rapidly conscripted into the 

discourses of a ' new media age' and it is central to a cluster of terms that preoccupy the study of 

cyber culture. Around it is assembled so many of the binary terms of new media theorizing -

active/passive, one-way/two way, linear/nonlinear, synchronous/asynchronous, mediated/face-to

face, etc. in addition to this, Shultz (1999) stated that interactivity has been discussed as a 

challenge for journalism that can be met, at least partIy, by the thoughtful development of 

internet sites and the internet allows for quick movement from an asymmetrical mode of 

communication to a more egalitarian, interactive mode. The aim of this study was to explore the 

status of Ethiopian newspapers in terms of incorporating interactive features in their online 

editions and the study intended to explore the knowledge of newspaper journalists and editors 

towards online journalism and interactivity. 

In the review of related literature, an attempt has been made to provide a theoretical framework 

for the study, looking at online journalism and interactive features in online journalism. And, 

relevant points about interacti vity, concept of interacti vi ty, types of interactivity and interactive ' 

features as well as dimensions of interactivity were presented by exploring the more abstract and 

philosophical discussions around the concept. According to Heeter cited in Mahmoud and Auter 

(2009) interactivity is a multi-dimensional concept that includes: the complexity of available 

choices, the amount of effoli users expend, user responsiveness, information monitoring, the ease 

with which information can be added, and the fac ilitation of interpersonal communication. 

According to Schultz, (2000) however, most online newspapers are not achieving their potential 

in terms of offering interactive features and still have to improve in offering real participation to 
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their audiences. This study found out a very low level of interactivity in the online editions of 

Ethiopian newspapers. In most of the newspapers interactive features existed, but not effectively 

utilized to the extent that relevant literature indicates out to be typical of truly interactive online 

newspaper. In this case, online editions of Ethiopian newspapers are far behind in developing 

their online editions and most of them do not give proper attention to it. But it does not mean 

there are no newspapers which are exerting more effort to make their online editions modern and 

attractive. For instance, Reporter newspaper in its Amharic and English version was the highest 

scorer in terms of incorporating interactive features in this study. In addition Addis for tune and 

capital newspapers are also better newspapers next to Reporter (Amharic) and the Reporter 

(English) newspapers. But, Addis Zemen, Ethiopian Herald and Addis Admass newspapers were 

the least scorers in terms of incorporating interactive features in this study. 

And interviews with the online newspaper editors explored their experiences of using interactive 

features and reasons for adopting or not adopting interactive feahlres. Findings reveal that online 

editors agreed on adopting interactive features but are experiencing problems with incorporating 

such interactive features online. According to the newspapers' editors, there are many challenges 

that hinder Ethiopian newspapers from developing their online editions. The challenges are low 

level of internet cOlmections, budget constraints and shortage of skilled manpower in the online 

journalism. 

Despite the challenges mentioned above, the newspapers are showing a remarkable growth in 

their online editions since their establishments. But they need to work hard and invest more in 

the online environment. 

Shultz (1999) maintains that the mass media are still one of the most efficient and important 

factors of integration. It is imperative that online editions of Ethiopian newspapers cultivate a 

culture of thought that have a practical bearing on the offering of active and effecti ve interacti ve 

features on their sites. It is especially imperative that their offering of interactive tools highlights 

an understanding of the significance of such interactive features and develops beyond a mere 

availability in to an extensive and effective utilization of such tools. 
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5.3. Recommendations 

Even though, the practice online journalism and interactivity as well as adopting interactive 

features is at its infancy in the Ethiopian context, it is essential to newspapers in particular and 

Ethiopian media institutions in general . To this end, the following recommendations are 

suggested: 

• Ethiopian newspapers owners, editors and journalists should give due attention to their 

online edition of their newspapers. They should adopt new interactive features in to 

their online editions. This helps the newspapers to increase accessibi lity and let their 

readers engage with their newspapers. 

• In terms of incorporating modern interactive features there are many options that the 

internet offers to newspapers. In this case, the newspapers should use the existed 

interactive features and utilize them properly and wisely. 

• The newspapers should also increase their online staff and give proper trainings to 

their journalists regarding online journalism in order to make their online editions 

popular. 

• The newspapers editors/journalists should not treat the online editions as the replica of 

their print editions rather they can make the online edition profit generator by 

increasing the number of visitors, if they follow international practices. 

• Finally, interactivity has a lot of possibilities. Based on this, the following future study 

appears appropriate. A study exploring interactivity from the perspective of users 

would be useful. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Content analysis coding sheet 

The coding sheet is designed to analyze the content of seven online editions of Ethiopian 
newspapers. The result will be used for the analysis of the study on interactive featu res in online 
journalism: a look at online edition of Ethiopian newspapers. 

Instruction 

The unit of analysis is the entire newspaper site. Each site is entered through its homepage, and 
then navigates its various sections. Repetitive visits will be made to sites in order to observe 
extensively features under investigation. 

Date of coding--------------------------------

Name of coder--------------------------------

I 
I 

Interactive 
features 

I. Complexity of 
choice available 

I Rating 

I 

Addis Ethiopial/ F 
ZemeJl Heraltl epor er 

The Addis Addis 
Capital Reporter At/mllss Fortulle I 

1 , 

~ r 
Classification 
thematic 
categories ofl-II!I!I! i 
Classification 

ofl-II!I!I! 

thematic 
subcategories rl Main news menu 

~ Lat~st news r sectIOn 

rs--I Picks of the day 
~ I Picks of the week o Special reports on 
]' Lmportant Issues 

I I I I I I I I 
1>1111111 



I Interactive 
IRating 

Addis Etlliopian Reporter Tile Addis Alillis 
Capital features Zemell Herald Reporter Admass Fortllne 

[131 Time of updating 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r Inclusion of 1-1111111 multimedia 
features: Photos r Inclusion of 101111111 15 multimedia 
features: Sound r Inclusion of 1-1111111 16 multimedia 
features: Video r Facebookand 1-1111111 17 ;~!tt:;g~~ Google 3 

r~~;~::eOf ~IIIIIII r Contact the site 1>1111 I I I 
Special services 
providing 

20 specialized and 3 
extensive news 
coverage 

ilSubtotal 1 40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I II. Effort users I 
must exert 

r Customization "1111111 poss ibiliti e~ of a . 3 
Web sIte vIa email 

F ~~~:nced search 1>1111111 
p- Direct printing 101111111 option 

r Pdf format 1>1111111 download option 

~H~';""""'OO iTT- IIIIT--25 droP::-down menu 2 
wlthm each 
category 

~ Breaking news 1>1111111 service 

F Mobile SMS 1>1111111 services 

rs-I lnternal RSS 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 



I Interactive I Rating Addis Ethiopiall F l. The Addis Addis 
Capilli I e orter features Zemell Herald 'P Reporter Admtlss Forllllle 

II feeds I I I 
~l~:~~aIRSS i'1111111 
IF~IIIIIII 
I ~!~pons iveness • I to the user 
~ ~::.~::;'m' i'IITTT~II-
~ E-mai lcontacts t°I.I~~r--~r--~ r I :~~tor/jOUrnalists I I I I I I I I I 
F;e~~!~~ leners of ~1111111 
r~::~if:u~~~~:t~S ~IIIIIII 

·~~i~~~:~:O i'llllrlli 
r ~~~r:::~o:~atu;!~~~11111111 
II Subtotal I 12 I I 

I IV. Facilitation I 
of interpersonal 
communicat ion 

I 



I Interactive I Rating Addis Ethiopiall F The Addis Addis 
Capital features Zemell Herald epor er Reporter At/mass Fortlllle 

V. Ease of adding 
information 

r Hyperlin~ thati'II!!!!! ::: s\~:ormat ion to 3 

Mechanisms that allow users to 
41 make 3 

contributions to 
stories 

r Optionofdirectly i'11!!!!! e- malimg an 3 
article 

r ,""'k."oo ,' ~I--IT opi~ion a~icles or 3 
stones Written by 
readers 

II Subtotal I 12 I I I I I I I I VI. Monitor 
system use I 

~Icookies I 1 I I I I I I I ~I Visitors counter I 1 I I I I I I ~ Request regIStratIOn 1>1 1 1111 II Subtotal I 4 I I I I I I I 

II Total: I 100 I I I I I I I 



Appendix B: Coding Book 

This coding book is designed to give explanation on some of the terms used in the content 
analysis coding sheet. Reliability of the coders was checked using the Holsti's (1969) formula. 

1. Complexity of choice available 

1.1. Classification of thematic categories : includes sections of news, economic and 
business, politics, art and culture, sport, technology fashion, opinion pages and 
entertainment etc. 

1.2. Classification of thematic subcategories: includes subcategories of the above 
thematic categories. 

1.3 . Main news menu: a menu that provides main news. 
1.4. Latest news section: a section that provides latest news. 
1.5 . Picks of the day: a selection of highlights of the day. 
1.6. Picks of the week: a selection of highlights of the week. 
1. 7. Archives: storage for previous dates articles 
1.8. Links to other relevant articles. 

1.9. Links to sources outside web site. 
1.10. Internal search engine: allows readers to find content they want inside the site. 
1.11. External search engine: allows readers to find content they want outside the site . 
1. 12. Time of updating: the time an article or news posted online. 
1.13 . Inclusion of multimedia features: photos. 
1.14. Inclusion of multimedia features: sound. 
1.15. Inclusion of multimedia features: video. 
1.16. Facebook and Twitter pages 
1.17. Choices of language: letting readers by switching into different language in the 

site 
1.18. Interaction guides: provide information on how readers contact the site. 
1.1 9. Special services providing specialized extensive news coverage. 

2. Efforts users must exert 

2. 1. Customization possibilities of a web site via e- mail: when sites allow readers to 
customize the site. 

2.2. Advanced search tools: search tools avai lable in the site 
2.3. Direct printing option: an option which allows readers to print news or article 
2.4. Pdfformat download option 
2.5. Headline and lead drop-down menu within each category. 
2.6. Breaking news service 
2.7. Mobi le SMS services 



2.8. Internal RSS feeds: an RSS feed allows readers to stay up to date with the latest news 
and documents published on a website by subscribe to the RSS feed. 

2.9. External RSS feeds : 

3. Responsiveness to the user 

3.1 . Direct e- mail link to the article ' s author. 
3.2 . E- mail contacts to the editor/journalists. 
3.3 . Publish letters of readers: when readers send a letter to the editor 
3.4 . Provide answers from journalists about their al1icles. 
3.5 . Provide answers to readers' questions on any topic. 
3.6 . Service featuring the most read stories. 

4. Facilitation of interpersonal communication 

4.1 . Discussion room: a comment section that allows readers to communicate with 
journalists and other readers. 

4.2 . Polls and surveys: platforms for users to vote on certain issues 
4.3 . News blogs: a blog provided by the site for readers to read and post messages 
4.4 . Classification of news blogs. 

5. Ease of adding information 

5. 1 . Hyperlinks that add information to the site. 
5.2 . Mechanisms that allow users to make contributions to stories. 
5.3 . Option of directly e-mailing an article: when the site allows readers to email articles 

to a friend 

5.4 . Publication of opinion articles or stories written by readers: when the site publish an 
article which is contributed by readers. 

6. Monitor system use 

6.1 . Cookies: allow websites to store things like user preferences. You can think of 
cookies as providing a 'memory' for the website, so that it can recognize you when 
you come back and respond appropriately. 

6.2 . Visitors counter: a counter that displays the numbers of visitors who visit the site. 
6.3 . Request registration: when a site requires readers to register their profi le, email etc. 

when they request what they needed. 



Appendix C: Interview Guide 

Addis Ababa University 

School of Journalism and Communication 

Graduate Program 

Introduction 

The general objective of the study is to explore the structural interactive features in online 
edition of Ethiopian newspapers. This study is purely academic research. Your genuine response 
is highly valuable to conduct this study and then to arrive at a legitimate result. 

The researcher 

News organization------------------------------

I>ate-----------------------------------------------

1) Personal profile 

a. Name ofInterviewee . . . ......... .. ... . . .. ... .... . ......... .. ... .. ... . . .. 
b. Sex ..... .. ... . ....... ......... . ..... ... ... .. .... ...... . . ............ . ..... .. 
c. Position ...... ...... ........ . ....... ......... ... .......... ... .... .... . .... .. 
d. Educational background .. . . ...... .... .. .. ........ .. ....... .. . ....... . . . 
e. Experience in the media house ...... .. .. .................... .... .... .. . 
f. Age range 20-35 35-45 above 45 

2) General questions 
I. The history of the newspaper and site 
2. Reasons for the newspaper to incl ude or go online 
3. The nature and situation of the online 

3) Complexity of choice available 
1. Is the issue of interactivity and empowering the user through more choices a 

major consideration in running the site? If yes why? Ifno why not? 



2. In terms of complex choice avai lable to users, does YO ll site offer (or plan to 
offer) in the near future? 

4) Efforts users must exert 
1. How friendly is your site in terms of design? 
2. How does your site allow users find information and exercise control over 

content with at least possible effort? 

5) Responsiveness to the user 
1. How does your site response to user questions? 
2. How does your website allow users to interact with journalists? 
3. What are the advantages your site gets by being responsive to readers? 

6) Facilitation of interpersonal communication 
1. Is facilitating of interpersonal communication to users concern in your site? If yes 

how, if no why not? 
2. Does your website facilitate interpersonal communication by using discllssion 

rooms? If yes how? If no why not? 
3. What are the challenges of facilitating an interpersonal communication to users in 

your site? 
7) Ease of adding information 

1. Do you allow readers to add information to the site? If yes how? If no why not? 
2. To what extent do you allow readers to contribute stories in your site? 

8) Monitor system use 
1. How do you monitor users when they visit your site? 
2. What are the advantages of counting visitors who visit your site? 
3. Does your site require visitors ' request registration? [f yes why? Ifno why not? 

9) Challenges 
1. What are the challenges of adopting interactive features to online edition of your 

newspaper? 
10) Prospects 

1. Do you plan any change on the online edition in the near future? 



Appendix D: Interviewees' profile 

Educational Current 
No. Name Sex Background Media House Position 

Addis Zemen (Amharic) 
1. Nigus Wodajnew Male MA in Folklore and Ethiopian Herald Editor-in-chief 

and Literature (English) 

ICT expert & 2. Daniel Adinew Male BA in Electrical Ethiopian press Agency software 
engineering developer 

3. Mikiyas Sebsibe Male BA in law Repo11er(Amharic) and Senior Ed itor 
The Reporter(English) 

!ITS 4. Ermiyas Endiryas Male BA in software Reporter(Amharic) and depa11ment 
engineering The Reporter(English) head 

5. Mikiyas Tesfay MA in peace and Deputy-editor-
Male security studies Add is Fortune in- chief of 

Fortune's 
digital platform 

6. Groum Abate Male MAin Capital AssiglUnent 
Linguistics Editor 

7. Eyob Kassa Male l:3A in foreign Addis Admass Deputy-editor-
language and in- Editor 
literature 
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,1.,(I,wV {.IJW {.:I:.l",./:'( "I,t.. d .(VIt'V : : ,.6 Vd'd'( :PV .I:W"7Vl.o ob·I:II1.( :f:U' 
,./:..6 J.lj (u'llc' J (I'y' JIJ'( J,IJ·w JL'( ,WVlJ .1: It V· U·IWJ 'dItV {..J~'[,,, .'JWIllI :: .WI, 
·1.1t'?1J'( .1: .tLun ,:',(1 ? Ii \{IV./-- ."j't..J {.,(IanV :PItU :: -IV I, J."j'."j' .WJ .I,anU :: 'V ~L'd 
·}Lc·!J.,I' J'{ .,6.I,Wan .~L7."j' dlV ./:an.l:(I ·1:."7IVlI -.l:.uJ'llc· {.·.I:.I.oV'(J : lJ~an 

~CI/I.( .'Jd, w'llC {.aol/ 1J1tl.(J (It,~lilV IJ-l.{. -A-I.( • ~ 

i., {. ~'}"7U-a'U i., .(VI, 
·/:aV.j • .6 It'VV 1J'd1V .WI, tJlJ"': .I:WrdanV .iJ9"71.o'( '/lU- '.I:..6'l.o.pW.f-V 
'd\{·t, ·(I-.1:..F'w • .6anJ .,6."Wan ~L-7d dlV .1: an.1: (I w'lIC'lI ::J>aJ, <! 

l.llld A,a!,ualuI alH JO uo!s.la A ;)!.Illqw y :3 xlPuaddy 



1X' oum"'9" (lh.t>'i"? 9"t/1.C'ol· "If: I\.el'lm·ol· .e'HI\· :: 1\9' .... lI. ;JII.(II:/; (lJ~;L -
1JC:r.:r!w· /1,'1 m'l ouflm;:F/!w· I\wL'/'-l' ;Jll.flJ:fw· h 1S'. 1'I,"Jol' flt\"'1A"'p.;·ol· ol·h·Lol· 
I\.el'lm·ol· .e1-I\I\.:: .eU9'· rll'~w' ;JII.(IIr. hf: L-1JC:r.:/:w· ol'C~ ~,1'~'l- ,,?ufYol· 
hlj" .'\ tVFI!(I)· ()w<f"/' flll.I\ ~!w· ',W· :: (lllU 9'·t/1 f ol' ~,(I I' ~~r. ;J 11.(11:)"- uu 'f. uoC ,C' 
rwL"")' ;JII.(II:r.:r!w· h7im· (I~I\ ~(I)' /I, 'j"S":r.:fw· f:L-1X' I\.e r"'1.6f!"/--l':: ~1C "11 
h 1S'.~ h 1S'.~ ."JII.(I'r. m1t/Lw· hrM· I\f:L-1M::f(l)' "'A '(I 1'1 ',,1' w' hlP~. ·)·c~ 
"'I"I'Y')' .e :f. 1\ 1\. :: (11' (,t;\, "? t -t~I1Q', ;t-:r!w·e; ;:J"P<I!~ ;t-:r:w· h 1-';',C' ... f:'/, .eL.'\ :/!,p A 
111' h9"e;t\U· (hA~, uoflhL9" 03/2015):: 

~ 'l'f</:' (';JII.(II:r.r. f:L-1JC:f· M·m:J''''1.S''''''~ "'I\A~;:J·:/:(I)· ~\1~ol' .e1MA ? 
h 1.<;, U' 9" h 1I1QS"1- (I"'I\A 'l'Lol' rll.e; .eIH·...,~ h 1.~ol· "'luff ol' .e :""1\1\. ? 

3. "1'- .'\n,A hf:~fJl- Md"r-A- f TMI s.·c~,,,, rh.e .... ·l;'i" (t~·HIC '<;':(jl\"'C'}al 
11""" f 

ouAiI: ."JI/'(II:r.1-1 1\1·m:J'u'l.S"""~' "'I\A fl\· e;~!(I). '(11\ 1 S'.~L 1 ou'j"1C ~,1 :r· A 9" :: 
h,}I1QS";t:1-1 h-tl\f~ r~,1M' t/~A (luuS'.wA f:L-1JC:r.:r·1 I\uot/&.ol' 
h 1 S'. "? .. C'iI;f"l~~!w· 'tuILw·e; A:: 1\9""'lI. I' ~,'<;'fl /luo'} ."JI/,n) f:L-1X' ('out/&.ol· 
",,""IC 't(lL(Iol':: I' ;JI/,nlw' .e/l,f·:f· nh,}.'\1,~ htrI1QS":-"· ~,.eh&.ol · 9'· 't(lC :: :f.a/~·9" 
rh(lYC;;: 6.S'.I\ ·Y.1-()',A<!.(J,ol·) Muut/&.ol· :"""IC ~(lC:: hti n~ I\ :r·"I ... · 1\.(HtrhA 
1-~A:: (lhU"" '1.11.9" I' ."JII.(II:r.1-1 f:L-,)},:"" "'Q ~.c; M·m:J''''l.S''".}·· "'I\A ,C'I\. 
r"?f:L"1 P'~S":}~ nunp'~ol' I\.e ~1:: h1'<;.U·9" {H}I\9"~",,~ ,"JII.(II:.,.. ~..r:1 ·1· 
(louh-tA m:J'"'I. I'll",. rS'.L-1X' uo ... t.C'S"1- l\ unm"'9" hrl'l~'} ',(I)' (hAh 
unllhL9" 0212015):: 

4. h1'- hoC9" fil h1Y:Cfil (ltTC1'C ."Jtr.flJ rh.e',; 11""" f 
ouAiI: n;;: tTC1'C h,,?c;;:e; h1"11\.II;;: ()ol·qP".}~ M·m:J'(IOI.S"""~ ',' I\A C'I\. e;:r:(I)· 
,(1 A '} ~w· uuaM'!.· r9"11-l\w·:: 't1C an h·/-{n:J''''I. ."JC 00.1\. 1\ 00.1\. 1\ uo 1'I''i ol ' 
r"'Ufl1-l\. 'i"~!w' "'ll\ol· "11 h11-A9":: (I un 1\ ~,1M' rh.1·'·C~ol· t>~t/7i1 I1l\nol· 
hhl1Q 'mI· I'IS"""~ (1.,.1\1\. f:L-1JCr.1 (1"'1\1\. un-)'(J"fol· .e1-I\I\.:: (l1'm"?t nh1C 
wil'l' he; (lfJl-6f!' ~,1~ol' f: L-1JC:r.1-1 r"'l.-)(J"1- ~,1I1QS":}~ '(Ill· e;:/!w· :: ~\ 1-';'U'9" 



·aH· r"u: J> 1"*"'':'' }?IH·~:"f'} h'}f.?"'}6p"H· hJ~'~-1;!;F"f '} (1l'/>(1(J)' }?(J}{)P, t\. :: 

hht\:', ht\:', <g,a<'l}?·Y·T. hJ':1:" hJ><'I1'. C;:':(J}.:: h,}lln.?'1~ 1''''1.&.fI·rT'} }?rr:'· 

a·,' 'l fl· r"'I.J>11"-a:'· IH;:t- ·'·&.'rZ:A( hJUt un{)h~?" 04/2015):: 

:P 'P J></:: )',,}lln.?'1~ 'p,r</: (t.m}?<f: (J}}??" hM',rr':" (t.(tm· ~\}.e..:" ',(J)' 

?"'l"{1 r?":'·(tm·:'· ? 

5. M'· '7~?" Mi' rl-t'(;:t-A ;J/I,"I M.e~1·"'" t..Jti·C 

uoA{): h ,}1lfl.?'1~· 'P J></: I\m}?<f: (J}}??" hM' ,rr:,· (t.(tm, fi)',.uu }?(\.~:"f') 

}?Ah,A'IA:: h;;' f.'7lfo fi)',.un}?A hJ':t.i't·:':(J}· unA(t·'} h'}Ah'l:':'Pt\'} :: aJ~'~-

1.1\:}~'} nan;;' (J)' ?" ~'IJ'<;: 'l}? hM·,rr'i·:f(J}·'} un{)m:" }?1··'lfl·:: N·(tm· 

h{)1" ,rr'·f·"f?" t\"'I.unflhi·(J}· .nl.m;;' (J}}??" lbJt1"C .e(tm'PA:: h,}lla.?'1· 

),,1'l1" J>r:" (t. (tm- m:l>"'1. ~O,. ·at\ ') J>(t ·a~(J}· ),,1'l1" .rr:'· aJ': ~ -1 ~ 'l}? 7 ' (t:', 

h'}Jtf.~ul h'}&.:".'1f11 (~,.h.1', (',fu{)h~?" 02/2015):: 

uDAl'll ('Jl-':.{) hJ':lI'JI'l J':~-1~ ;JIl.m~~~:"f'} t\h111fl.?)1~· 'PJ>'I: unA{) r"'1.(tm·a:,· 

Mlt.C hAH~:J"}')":: r;;' .711,"1 aun(t~." IVj' t\ua~·,·(t{r uN'~'a ·a~: ~O}O:: 

all'J'};;'(J}'?" 1J,~;:t- .7/1,m~~"f h·f'm:l>"'1.?':"-' .7C r"'I.1'll~a:,· IH;:t- rt\?":: ~1C an 
a&"{)trh 1.1\:"-''} )',111fl.?'1~ h{)"',rr':" un{)m:" }?1~'lfl·:: aJ':~1l'.· 'l}? un 

)" ,}llfl.?'"f lI'J,};;' (J}'?" hM·,rr'·l· uu{)m:" ),,}? :}~t\ . ?,' (~,.h.1', un{)h~?" 04/2015) :: 

:P 'PJ></:: a.nl."I f.~-'/.I\T. t\)',,}llfl.?'"f )',(t'/'J>{':" (',f"{)61iJ. h<;:A u<H~a· 

h '}.e..:" .rl'.;:t-A ? 

unA{): t\h,}llfl.?':}~ h(t"'J>:" un{)6IiJ. lI'JII.7~:'· 1-p,.r"f1 h}?f.t\?":: ('Jl-':.{) )',.r;lI'JI'l 

;JII."I'I f.~ -1~ t\1·m:l>°'l.?'1~ II,., lI'J:"~·a ·a;F "OJ':: f.~-1l'.· Jttl}? 1 (t.f.~ul tl.lj' 

·a;F h·}JtJ><f'c·a ·,·f.C'" ·a~: ',OJ- r·""'~l'.(J}·:: h;;' ·an· II, lj'?':}'. a°'l:"~·a ·a?}: 'WJ' 

u·a~.,·(ttr'} lI'J1A 1A r?"1&.A(J}·: : )', ·}llfl.?'"f )',(ti' .rr·1· (tm· )',A(tm· ·aH·')" 

hJ>{)(J;l, ,}.p,}?" (',.1'>.h un{)h~?" 04/2015):: 



8. 1t-f. '}HI (II~~~IJ r1t.<;"lI HUD') .711."1 'l"i 1tll.7~ 

UDAll: o~/.-11(;F:f'} I\.e r~,lIr/·.f'r1· UDlIlillJ. h~A hH.IJ Ot.."j· ~O/''}: : ~1C '7'} 

01t1l~.f't. 1t{Jr/·j'('f·:f ?"h'}.f'."j· II',} 'fll\'} ','}'<;"!I.'/.'r ~,f.C·I~'PA:: 1t'}P,'}J': 

1t,}11fl.p>:1- ~/.11(~ J'M,'7l1'fl .em"'oD·l1~fOJ· ~OC : : I\?"<'l/\' '1'1\31: l\"'IM.tf.."j· j {)?" 

1\"'I1'tf.."j'j t\{)~1l .em</'OD·O."j· ~OC:: .eIJ r/' 1 fl. l1.ef.I\?":: r ~/.11(;f. 'Pt.;" 

.f'1~I\'PA:: fl1tf}'~' 1./1. '7'} r~,,}l1fl.p>:-'·· ~,{Jr/·.f'r·f·:}··C; '/<'l(l:f (It,.uu.eA M~:t.'(i 

(II.e?" O{)Ah 'fl31: ~O)' r?",}<,'oI\OJ'C; r?",}UDl:\(lo)'(hAl1 ~,/(J. 31/2015) :: 

9. 1tf· "7.h.f'lI {Jllll(L 06TC..,.C .711."1 h~-":;: h.'<;" -'·C 

UDAll: r1t{Jr/' .f'r1' uU{)66J. h~A o~/.-11(;F:t· '} hl/.IJ flt.."j· ','}m<"?"fl."j· ',OC:: ~1C 

'7'} ~,,}l1fl.P>:f }',{J~'P6 }',{Jr/·.f'f·:-'·· .e{Jm·fl."j· flt\~OC I\UDr/'OJ- -'··If.'} ~OC:: hI' fl;,1\ 

rl1{Jr/·.f'."j· UD{)66J. h~/\. UDI\. I\OD.I\. ou./,(II. UD~-}'~ I\.II''} ',,}f."'I.e:-'··A .,./..'\'}:: 

?"h'} .f'-"?" 1'';. 1'';. 11{Jr/' .f'r1' 1\. 1'1 m· '} r01. :)'-1\; }" ,}11fl.p>:f h{;u.'P;t- (II.61~· Mf./' 'I 

"OJ':: 0;'1\ h,}f.1C; O~/.-1~· h,}'<;"~UDC )',f./.0J'}:: 1]1' ~,,}l1fl.P>:}~ m~ '/<'ll1~':OJ'C; 

}',{Jr/'.f' ;i' T OJ' h '}'<;"{Jm' '} }',f./.'7,}: : (It,f)' ',. 1./1. (It, '} 11 fl. p>:f r"?~<j· Ml~.f' t. 

11{Jr/' .f'f· -:,~ r?"C;{)(II'7 ~O-}· l1{Jt.C tlC'7-"'} ',rwt. '} h '}'I:;: 1\ '}:: nM' ,f"}' ou{) .. ~. 

h~/\· 1\ "'I '}:;:OJ' ?" UD{)m-'t· 1\"1.t.A'7 1'1(11' h~."j· ~O)·:: ~,'}l1fl.P>-:'~ h/\,I\ .. :t· 
11 '}11fl.p>:1- uU(ll.f'r -'t. .e :-'~I\ 1\. :: 1'';. 1t{)..,. ,f'r1' 1\ "7.1'1 m· '} }" ,}l1fl.P> :-". 'P.7 ,,'}{Jnlt\ -} : : 

~1C '7'} 1'1 "'I T(II' <'l.em.p{J· /\'1\":-'" 11,}11fl.P>-:'~'} I\UD{)f.·fl (II.e?" I\au(ll/.~ r"?.'I"h.;· 

""m:J'''?P>-:'~ '7') }',C;{Jr/'C;'7~?":: }',{)~.f't. 1111..,. .f'r1' fl.{Jm· h'}\;I, '} (II'<; • .f'(II"" 

hC;{)(II'7f.'PI\'):: OIl(} f}.~;t- ',(II' (It,f}'''' 1.11. hrwt.') ['?"'}'!'fOJ' (hA~, ou{)h/.?" 

03/2015): : 



Appendix F: Social media platforms of the newspapers 
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addlslemen 

Addis Zemen's Twitter Account 
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foIo'cIiI~_~ ........... bI_1JoIp 

You. • 

Ethiopian Report er TV 1466 MAY 18 2014 

3,1 :Jf 

+ 

Reporter's TV streaming on you tube 

New to TWitter? 

O G) 

~lIq><>o1w'Vlu.o.""~':l'II1 • 
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.~ 
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1 
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..,"'.Io<\ ..... - Goog ... ,1o.Mb,""""',.. ... - ... --""!=-..,.------~- .. 

Go gle+ 

o 

F 

Addis Fortune newspaper's Google plus account 

Tlmelme 

.. 

Capi tal newspaper's Facebook account 

-
rtune 

Content Matters l 

-?.litH· 
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p • * 
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• YO ... "'I'1 .... ".'*l" " •• 

.?M • '* 

~ Tt3'J' 

n G_G."e' .... 'lO 
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addisadmass 
Tweets 

~dd,Udmus 
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Addis Admass's Twitter account 
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